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Summary

Chitin degrading enzymes are ubiquitous and are found in prokaryotic and in

eukaryotic organisms as well as in archaea. Serratia marcescens has been used as a

model system for the utilization of chitin as a carbon source. In the presence of chitin,

S. marcescens expresses chitinase A, chitinase B, chitinase C and chitobiase that

degrade chitin to mono N-acetylglucosamine (NAG). The structures of S. marcescens

chitinolytic enzymes, chitinase A and chitobiase were solved in collaboration with the

laboratory of K. Wilson at EMBL. The structure of chitinase B was recently solved by

D. van Aalten and his coworkers. The catalytic domains of all three enzymes were

found to possess a TIM-barrel structure. Chitinase A, B and C were assigned to

glycosyl hydrolase protein family 18, while chitobiase belongs to protein family 20.

Interestingly, chitobiase shows similarity to human hexosaminidase A (HexA).

Mutation leading to a defect in HexA results in Tay Sachs disease.

This research is directed toward the understanding of the mode-of-action of

chitobiase and chitinase A. In this study I applied the disciplines of bioinformatics,

genetics, biochemistry and structural biology. The first goal was to further investigate

the hypothesis that chitobiase and HexA are orthologs. These studies provide a

structural rationalization for Tay-Sachs mutations. The second goal was to generate

mutations into chitobiase and chitinase A and characterize these mutants. In this study

I aimed to identify the importance of conserved residues in both enzymes. Another

goal of this research was to characterize the mode of substrate binding of chitobiase



and chitinase A. Structural studies of enzyme-substrate interactions were made

possible by the availability of mutant derivatives generated in this work. Furthermore,

my biochemical and structural studies yielded a deeper understanding of the

enzymatic mechanism.

Based on the structure of chitobiase I built a model of the catalytic domain of

the human enzyme. This model helps to rationalize the severity of Tay Sachs

mutations.

The active sites of chitinase A, chitinase B and chitobiase are located at the

carboxy-terminal end of the β−strands of the TIM-barrel, suggesting that these

proteins all have a common origin. Information on the co-crystal structure of

chitinase-substrate complexes is scant. Earlier attempts to obtain the co-crystal

structures of oligoNAG-chitinase complexes proved unsuccessful. I generated

mutations changing the catalytic residues of chitinase A and chitobiase. Biochemical

characterization of the mutant proteins allowed us to select a number of mutants for

structural studies. I was able to obtain co-crystals with the native substrates and

solved their structure. Our investigations led us to suggest that chitinase A and

chitobiase employ similar catalytic mechanism.

Multiple alignments of glycosyl hydrolases protein families 18 and 20, show

the conservation of residues in the β4-loop #4; DXXDXDXE in family 18 and

HXGGDE in family 20 (X represents any amino acid). Both signatures include

Glu315 of chitinase A and Glu540 of chitobiase that act as proton donors. It was

found that the relative positions of the catalytic residues DXE and DE are similar in



both enzymes. However, in chitinase A, Asp313 appears, in the wild-type, in two

alternative conformations. Comparison of the structures of the enzyme-substrate

complexes shows high similarity in the position of the -1 to +1 sugars. It was also

observed that in both enzyme-substrate complexes, the planes of the sugars at –1 and

+1 are tilted around the scissile bond in a similar manner. In both enzymes a ‘chair’ to

‘boat’ conformational change of the -1 sugar was observed. These energetically non-

favored structures probably favor the hydrolysis reaction.

Comparison of the structures of the catalytic sites of chitinase A and

chitobiase provides a structural explanation for their different functions. Chitinase A

possesses a long groove in which an octaNAG substrate is firmly imbedded. This

groove allows mainly exochitinase activity on long chitin chains, removing diNAG

residues from the reducing end. Chitobiase possesses a tunnel shape active site that

may accommodate tetraNAG substrate. This enzyme acts as exochitinase, removing

one NAG residue at a time from the non-reducing end of short oligomers. We found

that domain-I of chitobiase also participates in substrate binding. This domain is not

found in human HexA.

In general, glycosidases degrade carbohydrates by a general acid-base

catalysis that involves two amino acid residues, a proton donor and a nucleophile.

Hydrolysis of the scissile bond results in either the retention or the inversion of the

anomeric configuration of the remaining carbon. While the catalytic glutamate is

highly conserved, no amino acid residue that could act as a nucleophile was identified

in protein families 18 and 20. A different catalytic mechanism in which the substrate

acts as a nucleophile (substrate-assisted mechanism) was proposed. In this mechanism



the glutamate residue acts as a proton donor, while the terminal oxygen (O7) of the

acetamido group of the –1 NAG acts as a nucleophile. Nucleophilic attacks of the

oxacarbonium C1 by the acetamido O7 result in the formation of oxazolinium ring

intermediate. Therefore the acetamido group of the –1 NAG has to occupy a specific

position with respect to C1. Our results lead us to propose that in order to act as a

nucleophile the acetamido group must rotate around the C2-N2 bond. However, direct

evidence for substrate-assisted catalysis is yet lacking.

Structural analysis of alanine replacement mutations in chitinase A and

chitobiase provide insight into the function of the conserved Asp313 and Asp539 in

chitinase A and chitobiase, respectively. Our results strongly suggest that one function

of these Asp residues is to ensure the precise positioning of the acetamido group. In

addition, these Asp residues provide additional negative charge at the active site and

stabilize the partially positive charge that was distributed on the oxazolinium ring. We

further suggest that these Asp residues alternate between two conformations. One

conformation facilitates substrate binding while the alternative conformation locks the

acetamido group of the -1 NAG in a position that favors the substrate-assisted

reaction. I attempted to obtain crystals that would show a trapped intermediate.

Utilizing the partially defective mutant D391A of chitinase A, a short soaking time

combined with cryo-cooling conditions yielded significant data about possible

intermediates of the reaction. These experiments allowed us to identify the trapped

cleaved sugar. Furthermore, preliminary indications of the presence of the

oxazolinium ring intermediates were obtained.



This study provides further information on the possible evolution of the

pathway for chitin metabolism in which the catalytic mechanism and key catalytic

residues are conserved. In contrast to previous suggestions, our analysis leads us to

favor the hypothesis that the genes coding for protein families 18 and 20 diverged

from a common ancestral gene coding for a TIM-barrel domain. These diverge to

acquire different substrate specificity but retain the catalytic aspartate and glutamate

residues in β4-loop #4. Evolutionary tinkering led to the establishment of the

signatures around the catalytic sites while conserving the Asp-Glu structure required

for catalysis. Interestingly, family 19 chitinases, which do not possess a TIM-barrel

structure, utilize an alternative, acid-base catalytic mechanism. In several members of

family 18, such as the plant seed storage proteins concanavalin B and narbonin, which

evolved to lose catalytic activity, the conserved DXXDXDXE motif has been

modified. Our findings provide a molecular explanation for the lack of catalytic

activity of these proteins.

The biochemical and structural information presented here elucidates how S.

marcescens employs its enzymes in chitin degradation. Chitin degradation is initiated

by the action of endochitinases, probably chitinase A and chitinase C. Chitinase A

also acts as an exochitinase, cleaving diNAG dimers from the reduced end. Chitinase

B acts as an exochitinase cleaving triNAG and diNAG from the non-reducing end of

the chitin oligoNAG chains generated by the action of chitinase A and C. The

oligomer, triNAG and diNAG products are subsequently degraded to metabolizable

NAG monomers by chitobiase. This analysis clearly explains the synergistic activity

of these enzymes that has previously been reported.



Solving the detailed structures of the chitinolytic enzyme-substrate complexes

yields deeper understanding of the mechanism of action of these enzymes. These

biochemical and structural analyses lead us to propose that both chitinase A and

chitobiase share a similar catalytic mechanism.
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Introduction

Proteins, enzymes and catalytic domains

Proteins have evolved during evolution, through selective pressure, to perform

specific functions. It was estimated that about 1000 folds exist in nature (Chothia,

1992). The fact that out of 14,055 solved structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB

11410 PDB Entries at the 1 July 2000), only 564 unique folds were found, supports

this notion (SCOP: Structural Classification of Proteins. 1.53 release “http://scop.mrc-

lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop”). Assembly of several domains (modules) with different

functions into one protein chain yields proteins that can carry complex processes. For

example, repressors such as the Lac repressor contain a DNA binding domain, an

inducer-binding domain and a region responsible for tetramer formation (See

Appendix A2). Thus, the concerted activities of all these domains are essential for Lac

repressor activity.

Glycosyl hydrolases were classified into families on the basis of amino acid

sequence similarities (Henrissat, 1991). The 3D-structures of proteins are more

conserved than their amino acid sequences. Thus, it is expected that proteins in a given

family would have a sufficiently similar fold to permit a detailed structure-function

analysis based on protein homology modelling. Enzymes with different substrate

specificity are sometimes classified in the same family, indicating an evolutionary

divergence to acquire a new specificity. For example, chitobiase (N -actyl

glucosaminidase), an exochitinase which cleaves N-acetyl-Glucosamine residues from

oligo-chitin chains, and human hexosaminidase A which cleaves N-acetyl-

galactosamine from GM2 molecules, are both members of protein family 20 (see



below). Interestingly, both enzymes can hydrolyze the same chromogenic substrate

pNp-NAG. In contrast, members of structurally different protein families can

hydrolyze the same substrate. For example, the glycosyl hydrolase families 18 and 19

are chitin-degrading enzymes. Not surprisingly, the underlying catalytic mechanisms

of these two protein families are different.

TIM-Barrel Protein domain

One of the most abundant domain structures in nature is TIM-barrel (Trios

IsoMerase phosphate), also called (β/α)8-barrel (Alber et al., 1981) It was estimated

that about 10% of the proteins in nature contain a TIM-barrel domain (Hegyi &

Gerstein, 1999; Wierenga, 2001). A large number of these proteins are glycosyl

hydrolases. The TIM-barrel is made of eight β-strands tethered to eight α-helixes by

loops. The loops at the amino termini of the barrel β-strands are usually short, while

the loops at the carboxy termini are long and form a unique shape that composes the

structure of the active site and determines substrate specificity (Figure I.1). It has been

suggested that the ΤΙΜ-barrel provides a framework which preserves the positions of

these loops. It was found that in many TIM-barrel enzymes the catalytic proton donor

is located at loop #4 of the barrel (Branden & Tooze, 1991). This observation suggests

that TIM-barrel enzymes are evolutionary related and are derived from a common

ancestor (divergent evolution – see discussion). Recently, based on sequence and

structure similarities, it was suggested that two TIM-barrel proteins in the histidine

biosynthesis pathway evolved by gene duplication and gene fusion from a common

half-barrel (β/α)4 ancestor (Lang et al., 2000). In addition, it was shown that it is



possible to generate a circular permutation of the coding sequence of an active TIM-

barrel enzyme (Branden & Tooze, 1991; Jia et al., 1996).

Catalytic mechanism of glycosyl hydrolases

Hydrolysis is one of the most common reactions in biological systems in which

a covalent bond is cleaved. In a few cases, such as hydrolysis of ATP or NADH, this

process is coupled with utilization of the chemical bond energy. However in most

cases, for example in hydrolytic degradation of polymers such as proteins or

polysaccharides, the reaction is not coupled with the specific utilization of the free

energy released. However, although hydrolysis is an exothermic reaction, some of the

scissile bond energy is transferred via the enzyme during the catalytic process to split a

water molecule. Enzymatic hydrolysis of glycosidic bonds is executed via a general

acid / base mechanism (Davies & Henrissat, 1995; McCarter & Withers, 1994; Sinnot,

1990). In this mechanism two amino acid residues are active, one as a proton donor

and the other as a nucleophile. There are two alternatives outcome of the reaction: an

overall retention (also named a double displacement mechanism) in which the

configuration of the anomeric carbon is retained after the bond cleavage, and an

inversion (also named a single displacement mechanism) in which the configuration of

the anomeric carbon is inverted following the cleavage of the scissile bond. In both

mechanisms the position of the proton donor is identical within a hydrogen bonding

distance from the glycosidic oxygen. However in retaining enzymes the residue acting

as a nucleophile is in closer vicinity to the sugar anomeric carbon than in inverting

enzymes. Inverting enzymes contain a water molecule between the base and the sugar

carbon. The distance between the two catalytic residues is characteristic of the mode



and stereochemistry of the reaction mechanism: 4.8-5.3 Å is typical for retaining

enzymes, and 9.0-9.6 Å for inverting enzymes.

Chitin and its metabolism

Chitin, the second most abundant biopolymer on earth (Huber et al., 1995), is

composed of units of N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (NAG) linked by β-1-4-glycosidic

bonds (Figure I.2). This fibrous polysaccharide serves as the major structural

component of the exoskeleton of arthropods and it occurs in the cell wall of many

fungi. In yeast, chitin maintains the mother-bud junction structure. Chitinases (chitin

degrading enzymes) are also widespread in nature and have been found in bacteria,

fungi, plants, invertebrates and vertebrates (Perrakis et al., 1994; Perrakis et al., 1993).

Chitinases participates in life cycle functions such as cell wall division and

morphogenesis, as a defense system against fungi and as a source of NAG for growth.

In recent years several genes coding for chitinase were found in humans. These

include an acidic chitinase expressed in the stomach and in the lung, that may function

as a part of our immune system (Boot et al., 1995; Boot et al., 1999), and

chitotriosidase which is secreted by activated human macrophages. Chitotriosidase

was found to be markedly elevated in plasma of Gaucher disease patients (Young et

al., 1997). Chitobiase and hexosaminidase will be discussed below.

Chitin metabolism by Serratia marcescens

The soil Gram negative bacterium Serratia marcescens is one of the most

effective bacteria for chitin degradation (Monreal & Reese, 1969). Thus several

research groups employ S marcescens as a model for a chitinolytic degradation

system. Analysis of the proteins produced by chitin-induced S. marcescens revealed a



number of proteins, identifiable by their apparent molecular mass on SDS-PAGE. At

least three chitinases, chitinase A, B and C, a chitobiase and a chitin binding protein

(CBP21) were found to be involved in the chitin hydrolysis (Suzuki et al., 1998;

Warren, 1996; Watanabe et al., 1997). The synergistic action of these enzymes is

summarized in the discussion section (and also in our recent review (Prag et al.,

2001)). In my thesis I focused on two enzymes of the pathway chitinase A and

chitobiase.

Chitinase A

S. marcescens chitinase A belongs to the glycosyl hydrolase family 18

(Henrissat, 1991). Chitinase A was cloned and characterized in our laboratory in the

late eighties (Shapira et al., 1989). The crystal structure of the native enzyme was

solved and refined to a 2.3 Å resolution; however, it was impossible to obtain co-

crystals with the oligoNAG substrate (Perrakis et al., 1994; Vorgias et al., 1992).

Chitinase A consists of three domains: i. an all-β-strand amino terminal domain

similar to fibronectin type III (FnIII) domain, ii. a catalytic TIM-barrel, and iii. a small

α+β-fold domain. The function of the small α+β-domain is not known (Figure I.3A

and I.3B). The FnIII like domain was found in several other glycosyl hydrolase protein

families such as cellulases and amylases, and may play a role in polymer binding

(Watanabe et al., 1992). Interestingly, it was suggested that the FnIII like domain

evolved by horizontal evolution and gene fusion (Bork & Doolittle, 1992; Prag et al.,

1997). It was proposed that a long groove, located at the carboxy-terminal end of the

β-strands of the TIM-barrel, binds the substrate (Perrakis et al., 1994; Tews et al.,

1997). A multiple alignment of family 18 of glycosyl hydrolases, shows the complete



conservation of both Asp313 and Glu315 in β-loop #4 (positions of the amino acid

residues are those of S. marcescens chitinase A) which are part of a DXXDXDXE

conserved motif (Figure I.4). The glutamate residue was proposed to function as the

proton donor (Perrakis et al., 1994; Schmidt et al., 1994; Watanabe et al., 1993). It

was suggested that these signature motifs participate in the formation of a dipole down

through the center of the barrel (van Aalten et al., 2000). Biochemical studies with

family 18 chitinases showed that these enzymes act as retaining enzymes (Armand et

al., 1994).

Two alternative models were proposed for the catalytic mechanism of family

18 chitinases (Perrakis et al., 1994; Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al., 1994). These are

the acid-base catalysis, as was first suggested for hen egg white lysozyme, and the

substrate-assisted model. In accordance with the first model, two acidic residues were

identified as a proton donor (E315) and as a nuclophile (D391). The second model is

based on the crystal structure complex of Hevamine (a family-18 plant chitinase) with

the chitinase inhibitor allosamidin. According to the substrate-assisted mechanism

E315 acts as a proton donor while the acetamido O7 of the –1 NAG acts as a

nucleophile (Tews et al., 1996; Tews et al. 1997).

Chitobiase

S. marcescens chitobiase, also named β-glucosaminidase, is capable of

degrading chitobiose (diNAG) (Kless at al. 1986). This enzyme can also cleave longer

substrates of oligoNAG and artificial substrates such as pNp-NAG. Thus it should also

be named exochitinase. The chb gene codes for chitobiase, composed of 885 amino

acids from which a 28-residues leader peptide is removed upon transport to the



periplasm. The crystal structure of native chitobiase was solved and refined to 1.9 Å

(Tews et al. 1996). The structure revealed four domains tethered by flexible linkers

(Figure I.3). Domain I (residues 28-181) is very similar to the cellulose binding

domain (CBD) of Cellulomonas fimi cellulase, and is comprised of two β-sheets with

two and a half turn helices. Domain II (residues 214-335), has a topological similarity

to a metalloproteinase (serralysine) from S. marcescens. This domain is probably

conserved in all protein members of the family, however its function is yet unknown

(Mark et al., 2001). Domain III is the catalytic TIM (α/β)-barrel (residues 336-765).

Domain IV is relatively small (67 amino acids; residues 819-885) and is similar to the

β-sandwich immunoglobulin proteins.

Similarly to chitinase A, it was suggested that hydrolysis by chitobiase

proceeds via a substrate-assisted mechanism in which the configuration of the

anomeric carbon is retained. In this reaction model glutamate 540, located in loop #4

of the catalytic domain, acts as a proton donor and the acetamido group acts as the

nucleophile. (Koshland Jr., 1953; Tews et al., 1996; Drouillard et al., 1997).

Multiple alignment of family 20 of glycosyl hydrolases, based on 17 sequences

extracted from the SwissProt bank, revealed a conserved signature of six residues

HXGGDE (where X represents any amino acid) in β-loop #4 (see Figure I.4).

Conservation of chitobiase and human hexosaminidase A

Human β-hexosaminidases, belonging to the glycosyl hydrolase protein family

20, catalyze the cleavage of terminal β -N-acetylglucosamine or β - N -

acetylgalactosamine residues from glycoconjugates [reviewed in (Gravel et al., 1995;

Gravel et al., 1991)]. β-hexosaminidase A (HexA), is a heterodimer made of α and β



subunits coded by the HEXA and HEXB genes respectively. Hexosaminidase B

(HexB) is a homodimer of the β subunit. The homodimer of the α subunit is an

inactive enzyme. An important substrate of HexA is GM2-ganglioside, a major

constituent of neural membranes. Deficiencies in these enzymes lead to accumulation

of gangliosides, resulting in gangliosidosis such as Tay-Sachs or Sandhoff diseases.

Numerous mutations in human HexA have been identified.

Structural modeling of the HexA catalytic domain, based on the bacterial

chitobiase, was constructed and the Tay-Sachs and Sandhoff mutations were analyzed

(Tews et al., 1996a). Point mutations located around the active site show severe

phenotypes, while mutations located far from the active site show less severe

phenotypes. In this study we tested further the hypothesis of structural homology by

the introduction of specific Tay-Sachs mutations into the chb gene (see Chapter I). In

parallel to our study, further experimental support for the homology modeling of the

two enzymes was obtained by mutational replacement of conserved residues in HexA

(Fernandes et al., 1997).

In this thesis, I have focused on two enzymes, chitobiase and chitinase A. I

have carried out bioinformatic, genetic, biochemical and structural studies with the

aim of answering key questions about the mechanisms of action of these enzymes. Co-

crystallization with natural substrates allowed us to elucidate the mode of substrate

binding in both enzymes. Our findings support the hypothesis that both enzymes

utilize substrate-assisted mechanisms.



Figure I.1.  Scheme showing the architecture of (α/β) TIM-barrel domain.
β-strands and α-helices are colored yellow and pink respectively, loops are colored
gray.  The shown structure is the catalytic domain of chitinase A.
The right view shows a 90o axial rotation of the left view. Loops at the upper side
of the right view were predicted to generate the active site formation (Perrakis et al.
1994)



Figure I.2.  Structure of chitin. The structure shows four residues of N’-acetyl-
β-D-Glucosamine linked by β 1->4 glycosidic bond. Carbon, oxygen and
nitrogen atoms are indicated at the reduced end of the chain. Color code:
carbon-gray; oxygen-red; ni trogen-light blue. The structure shown is from the
chitinase A D313A mutant complex with octaNAG (see Chapter IV).
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Figure I.3B.  Domain structures of chitinase A and chitobiase. A  ribbon
scheme showing the crystal structures of chitinase A and chitobiase.



      Family 20                             Family 18

*  CHB_SERMA 529 QPIKTWHFGGDEAK   * CHIA_SERMA 307 FDGVDIDWEFP
*  HEX_STRPL 303 TPGRYLHIGGDEAH   * EBAG_STRPL 124 LDGVDFDDEYA
  HEXA_HUMAN 312 FPDFYLHLGGDEVD   * EBA1_FLAME 120 LDGVFFDDEYS
  HEXB_HUMAN 344 FPDQFIHLGGDEVE   * CHLY_HEVBR 119 LDGIDFDIEHG
   HEX_VIBVU 508 QPLTDYHIGADETA   * CHIB_SERMA 136 FDGVDIDWEYP
   CHB_VIBHA 526 APLTTWHFGGDEAK     CHIC_SERMA 133 FDGLDIDLEQA
  HEXB_MOUSE 323 FPDQFIHLGGDEVE     CHID_BACCI 295 FNGLDIDLEGS
  HEXA_MOUSE 312 FPDFYLHLGGDEVD     CHIX_STROI 376 LDGLDIDFEGH
  HEXB_ALTSO 520 VPLNTYHIGADETA     CHI1_APHAL 163 FDGIDIDWEYP
  HEXB_FELCA 286 FPDHFVHLGGDEVE     CHI1_BACCI 196 FDGVDLDWEYP
  HEX1_CANAL 313 FIDDVFHVGNDELQ     CHI1_CANAL 139 VDGFDFDIENK
  HEX1_ENTHI 290 FGTDYVHVGGDEVW     CHI1_COCIM 163 FDGIDIDWEYP
  HEXA_DICDI 297 FIDNYFHTGGDELV     CHI1_RHIOL 158 IDGVDLDIEGG
  HEXC_BOMMO 359 ESTDMFHMGGDEVS     CHI2_COCIM 167 VDGFDFDIEKG
  HEXA_PORGI 324 FPGTYFHIGGDECP     CHI3_CANAL 149 LDGFDFDIENN
  STRH_STRPN 349 KKTEIFNIGLDEYA     CHI4_TRIHA 163 FDGIDIDWEYP
  STRH_STRPN 793 GKTKIFNFGTDEYA     CHIA_ALTSO 305 YDGVDIDWEFP

    CHIA_ARATH 148 LDGIDFNIELG
    CHIA_CICAR 142 LDGIDFDIESG
    CHIA_CUCSA 144 LDGVDFDIESG
    CHIA_PHAAN 148 LDGVDFDIESG
    CHIA_TOBAC 141 LDGIDFDIEGG
    CHIA_VITVI 144 LDGIDFDIELG
    CHIB_TOBAC 143 LDGIDFDIELG
    CHIE_BETVU 143 LDGIDFDIESG
    CHIT_BRUMA 140 FDGFDLDWEYP
    CHIT_CAEEL 171 FDGIDIDWEYP
    CHIT_MANSE 138 FDGLDLDWEYP
    CHIT_STRLI 374 FDGIDLDWEYP
    DIAC_HUMAN 135 MDGINIDIEQE
      DIAC_RAT 120 MDGINIDIEQE
    CHI1_RHINI 156 IDGIDLDIEGG
    CHI2_CANAL 145 VDGFDFDIEHG
    CHI2_RHIOL 158 IDGVDLDIEGG
    CHIT_NPVAC 297 FDGVDIDWEFP

    CHIT_STRPL 375 FDGIDLDWEYP
    CHIT_YEAST 149 VDGFDFDIENN
    EBA3_FLAME 159 LDGISLDIEHS
    EBAG_FLASP 120 LDGVDLDDEYS
**  C3L1_HUMAN 131 FDGLDLAWLYP
**   OGP_HUMAN 133 FDGLDLFFLYP
** *  NARBONIN 124 IDGIDIHYEHI
** *CONB_CANEN 123 LDGIHFDIQKP

Figure I.4  Sequence alignment of protein families 18 and 20 showing the
conserved signatures. Multiple alignment was performed as described in the
Materials and Methods section. * Marks proteins whose structure was solved;
** Proteins with no chitinase activity. The catalytic glutamic residues are shown in
red and the conserved aspartic residues in blue.



Materials and Methods

Table M.1 List of substrates for enzymatic and crystallographic studies

Short name Chemical name

Chitin                  poly-N-acetyl-β-D-glucosamine (from crab shells)

diNAG                 NI,NII-Diacetylchitobiose

tetraNAG            NI,NII,NIII,NIV-Teraacetylchitotetraose

hexaNAG            NI,NII,NIII,NIV,NV,NVI-Hexaacetylchitohexaose

octaNAG             NI,NII,NIII,NIV,NV,NVI,NVII,NVIII-Octaacetylchitooctaose

4MU-NAG          4-Methylumbelliferyl-β-D-NI-acetylglucosamine

4MU-diNAG       4-Methylumbelliferyl-β-D-NI,NII-Diacetylchitobiose

4MU-triNAG      4-Methylumbelliferyl-β-D-NI,NII,NIII-Triacetylchitotriose

4MU-tetraNAG  4-Methylumbelliferyl-β-D-NI,NII,NIII,NIV-Teraacetylchitotetraose

pNp-NAG            p-Nitrophenyl-β-D-NI-acetylglucosamine

pNp-diNAG         p-Nitrophenyl -β-D-NI,NII-Diacetylchitobiose

pNp-triNAG        p-Nitrophenyl -β-D-NI,NII,NIII-Triacetylchitotriose

X-NAG                 5-Bromo-4-Chloro3-Indolyl-NI-acetyl-β-D-glucosamine

All the above substrates were purchased from Sigma.



Table M.2 List of DNA oligonucleotides
Nucleotides sequence aDescription bLab. #

1. chb
5’TCGCGATAACAATAATTAAGAAGGATG cloning A28
5’GAAGATCTCGGCGACTCCACGTACTGCTCTC cloning A29
5'CTGGCACTTTGGCGGCGCGGAGGCGAAAAACATC D539A A25*
5’GCACTTTGGCGGCCAGGAGGCGAAAAACATCCGC D539N A52*
5'GCACTTTGGCGGCGATGATGCGAAAAACATCCGC E540D A1 *
5'GCACTTTGGCGGCGATGCGGCGAAAAACATCCGC E540A A14*
5'GCACTTTGGCGGCGCGGCGGCGAAAAACATCCGC D539A-E540A A41*
5’CAACCCGGACTACGTCGAAATGGACTTCCCTTACG Y669E A90*
5’CAACCCGGACTACGTCTTCATGGACTTCCCTTAC Y669F A159
5'CCTCGACGTGGCGGCCAACTTCCATAAGAAGGACG R349A A10*
5'GGAAGTTGTGCGCCACGTCG R349H A25
5'GGTGATCCCGGAGATCCACATGCCGGCGCACGC D448H A3 *
5'AAGCCGCCATCAGATCCAGC Q363L A26
5'GCCGGTTCAGACCAACG S&RM 1794
5'GGATCACCTCAATCTGG S&RM 1795
5’CGGCGACTCCACGTACTGCTCTC S&RM A12
5'GCGCGCTTGCCCGCTTGACGGC S&RM A15
5'CCGCGCTACCGCCCATAGCCCGC S&RM A16
5'CGGCGGACGTCGTCAGTCAGCG S&RM A17

2. chiA
5’GACCTGGAAGTTCTTCGCCGGCGTGGATATCGAC D308A A146
5’GTTCTTCGACGGCGTGGCTATCGACTGGGAGTTC D311A A147
5;GCCCGGGAACTCCCACGCGATATCCACGCCGTC D313A A70
5;TTGCCGCCCGGGAACGCCCAGTCGATATCCACGC E315A A66
5’TTGCCGCCCGGGAACTGCCAGTCGATATCCACGC E315Q A64
5’CCGGCCGCAAGTATGCGCTGACCTCCGCCATCAG E358A A149
5’CTTCCTGATGAGCTTCGACTTCTATGGCGC Y390F A158
5’CTTCCTGATGAGCTACGCCTTCTATGGCGC D391A A148
5’CGAAGGCGCCATACAACTGGTAGCTCATCAGGAA D391N A74
5’CGAAGGCGCCATAGAACTCGTAGCTCATCAGGAA D391E A68
5’GTGTGGAATTGTGAGCGG S&RM. A123
5’CACCgACggCAgCCATTTg S&RM. A124
5’GAAGCAGGCGCATCCTGAC S&RM A125
5’CATCAGACCGCGCTGAATGC S&RM . A126
5’CAGCGCGGTCTGATGCCCCAGG S&RM A86
5’CGTCGGTTCGGTGAAAGAGTTCC S&RM A87

3. celF /chbF
5’CGCGGATCCAGCCAGAAATTAAAAGTCGTCAC cloning A76
5’CGTCTCGAATTTTTTCGTGTAATTCCATGGGG cloning A77

The above oligonucleotides were used for cloning, site directed and random
mutagenesis and sequencing. a Description of the procedure; b the serial number of the
oligonucleotides in our laboratory; S&RM is Sequencing and Random Mutagenesis; *
Complementary primers were used for mutagenesis (not shown).
All these oligonucleotides were purchased from Biotechnology General Israel.



Table M.3 List of bacterial strains
Strain Genotype Source
XL1B (company catalog) Stratagene
XL2B (company catalog) Stratagene
JM109 (company catalog) NEB
A5039 K37 lacZ::Tn5 lacIq Our collection
A2097 C600 r- m+ pro thr leu B [l857 ∆BamHI ∆HI] lacZ::Tn10 Our collection
A9262 JM109/pCBII Our collection
A9263 XL1B/pGPchbQ363L This work
A9264 XL2B/pGP2 This work
A9266 XL1B/pCB-E540D This work
A9267 JM109/ptacChiA Our collection
A9268 A5039/ pCBII This work
A9269 A5039/ pGP3 This work
A9270 A5039/ pCB-E540D This work
A9279 JM109/pGPchb This work
A9287 XL2B/pGPchb This work
A9288 XL2B/pGPchbKM This work
A9300 XL1B/pGPchbKM - D448H This work
A9301 XL1B/pGPchbKM – D539A This work
A9302 XL1B/pGPchbKM – E540A This work
A9445 XL2B/pGP3 This work
A9475 XL1B/pGPchb-D539A,E540A This work
A9477 A2097/pPLchiA-D313A This work
A9478 XL1B/pCB-R349H This work
A9492 XL1B/pGPchiA-E315Q This work
A9493 XL1B/ pGPchiA-D391E This work
A9499 XL1B/ pGPchiA- D313A ,D391E This work
A9586 XL2B/pGPchiA-D308A This work
A9587 XL2B/ pGPchiA-E356A This work
A9588 XL2B/ pGPchiA-D391A This work
A9590 XL2B/ pGP-His-chbF This work
A9591 XL2B/ pGP-His-chbF:KanR This work
A9592 XL2B/pUC4K This work
A9610 DY329 (Yu et al. 2000) Court D.L.
A9611 A9610 celF/chbF::KanR This work
A9612 A9611/ pGP-His-chbF This work
A9614 A9611/ pGPchiA This work
A9615 A9610/pUC4K This work
A9616 A9611/ pGPchbF This work
A9617 A9610/pGPchiA This work
A9618 A9610/pGPchiA-E315Q This work
A9619 A9610/pKK223-3 This work
A9621 XL2B/pGPchiA-Y390F This work
A9622 XL2B/pGPchiA-D391N This work



Table M.4 Plasmid constructions
Plasmid Derived from Source
pKK177-3 pKK233-3 Altuvia S.
pUC18 pBR322 and M13mp18 NEB
pUC4K pUC19 and KanR cassette NEB
pKK-223-3 pBR322 and tac promoter Pharmacia
pQE30 pBR322 QIAGEN
pCBII pEMBL18 Our collection
pGPchb pCBII This work
pGPchbQ363L pGPchb This work
pGPchbR349H pGPchb This work
pGPchbR349L pGPchb This work
pGPchbD448H pGPchb This work
pGPchbD539A pGPchb This work
pGPchbE540A pGPchb This work
pGPchbE540D pCBII This work
pGPchbD539A/E540D pGPchbD539A This work
pGPchbY669E pGPchb This work
pGPchbD539A/Y669E pGPchbD539A This work
pGPchbKM pUC4K and pGPchb This work
pGPchbKM-D539A pUC4K and pGPchbE540D This work
pLchiA pSA100 and chiA gene Our collection
pGPchiA pKK-233-3 and pLchiA This work
pGPchiAD308A pGPchiA This work
pGPchiAD313A pGPchiA This work
pGPchiAE315A pGPchiA This work
pGPchiAE315Q pGPchiA This work
pGPchiAY390F pGPchiA This work
pGPchiAD391A pGPchiA This work
pGPchiAD391N pGPchiA This work
pGPchiAD391E pGPchiA This work
pGPchiAF396A pGPchiA This work
pGPchiAD391E/D313A pGPchiA D313A This work
pGP-His-chbF pQE30 and celF/chbF gene This work
pGP-His-chbF-KanR KanR insertion into chbF This work
pGPchbF pKK177-3 and celF/chbF gene This work
Plasmid constructions performed in this work are described in the Methods section.



Construction and expression of chitobiase mutants

The chb gene was subcloned into the expression vector pKK177-3 (Amann &

Brosius, 1985), by PCR, using Pow DNA polymerase (Boehringer) and plasmid

pCBII as a template (Kless et al., 1989), to yield plasmid pGPchb. Substitutions were

introduced into the chb gene using a modified protocol of QuickChange site directed

mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). The PCR step was performed with 0.5 µM of each

primer (33-36 bp), 0.2 mM dNTP mix, 0.2 µg pGPchb DNA template, 0.1 U of Pfu-

DNA polymerase in 1 X reaction buffer at total volume of 25 µl. The duration of

synthesis was 14 min at 68o C followed by the digestion of the parental DNA for 2

hours at 37o C with DpnI enzyme. DNA was introduced into E.coli XL1B or XL2B

cells by electroporation and colonies were screened with 5-Bromo-4-Chloro-3-Indolyl

N-Acetyl-β-D-Glucosaminide (X-NAG) by pouring 2-3 ml of 1.25 mg x ml-1 X-NAG

in soft agar (0.6% agar dissolved in LB medium). Mutant clones that were obtained at

high frequency (more than 85%) were purified and confirmed by DNA sequencing.

To test the importance of the conserved Asp539 - Glu540 pair for the catalytic

activity of chitobiase, we subcloned the chb gene and generated a number of mutations

by site directed mutagenesis. Mutants were recognized by their inability to convert X-

NAG into its insoluble dye and were further confirmed by DNA sequencing. This system

provides an easy tool for genetic analysis of β-N-acetylhexosaminidases.

Preliminary screening showed that alanine replacement mutations D539A and

E540A led to a drastic reduction in enzymatic activity (approximately 3% of wild-

type activity). Similarly, E540D was found to be defective in chitobiase activity



(0.5% of wild-type activity). Almost no residual activity was observed in the double

mutant E539A/E540A (0.1% of wild-type activity).

Construction and expression of chitinase A mutants

Site-specific mutations were introduced by PCR. The full-length PCR products

of wild type and mutated genes were digested by EcoRI and HindIII restriction

endonucleases and cloned into these sites of the pKK223-3 plasmid to give pGPchiA

wild type and mutant clones. Transformation of the ligated DNA was performed by

electroporation into E. coli XL2B competent cells. Mutant clones were grown on LB

plates supplemented with 50 g/ml ampicillin, colloidal chitin, IPTG  (Isopropyl-β-D-

Thio-Galactopyranoside) and X-NAG at 37 º C. Mutant colonies were recognized by

their inability to degrade chitin and by the slow conversion of X-NAG (Figure M.1).

We found that these growth conditions lead to the activation of the endogenous E. coli

phospho-chitobiase. Candidate clones were grown overnight in LB containing 50 µg

X ml-1 ampicillin and assayed for chitinase expression by using the substrate pNp-

diNAG and by running crude protein extracts of each clone on SDS-PAGE. Wild type

and mutant clones were confirmed by DNA sequencing.

Screening of chitinase A mutants with low activity

It was previously shown that E. coli colonies that express chitinase A on

colloidal chitin plates result in a clear halo around the colonies (Reid & Ogrydziak,

1981). The highly defective chitinase A cannot degrade the colloidal chitin, thus the

media around the colony remains turbid. We found that chitinase A activity can be

monitored indirectly by adding X-NAG at a final concentration of 0.005 % to the

media. In this screening system very low activity of chitinase A is sufficient to



produce diNAG and tri-NAG oligos that act as an inducer for the E. coli cel operon

and expression of the celF/chbF gene (Keyhani & Roseman, 1997). The ChbF (an

enzyme product of the chbF gene), in turn cleaves the X-NAG into NAG and an

insoluble blue dye (see Figure M.1). While wild type chitinase resulted in colour

development within 16 hours after plating, mutants of chitinase with less than 1 %

activity developed the colour within 24-28 hours.

Cloning and knockout of the E.coli celF/chbF gene

The E.coli celF/chbF gene, proposed to have a phospho chitobiase activity

(Keyhani & Roseman, 1997), was cloned as a His-tag fused protein in the pQE system

(Qiagen). Two oligonucleotide DNA primers were designed to clone the gene (see

Table M.2). PCR was performed using a standard procedure of Dynazyme DNA

polymerase. A genomic DNA template was prepared from E. coli XL2B strain for the

PCR amplification. The PCR product and the pQE30 vector were digested with the

BamHI and KpnI restriction endonucleases, and subsequently the fragments were

ligated to form the pGPchbF-His plasmid. The ligated DNA plasmid was transformed

into competent E. coli-XL2B cells by electroporation and several clones were picked

for further study. One clone, showing protein production at the proposed size of 51.3

KDa as judged by 10 % SDS-PAGE, was sequenced to ensure wild type genotype

cloning.

Construction of a knockout chbF- strain was done with the recently developed

recombination system, based on bateriophage lambda RED proteins (Yu et al., 2000).

pGP-His-chbF plasmid DNA was digested with the restriction endonuclease NsiI that

cut the plasmid only at the nucleotide number 429 of the chbF gene. A kanamycin



resistant cassette was prepared by digesting the pUC4K plasmid with PstI, and

purification of the DNA fragment of the cassette region from agarose gel. Ligation of

both DNA fragments results in an insertion of the kanamycin resistant cassette into

the chbF gene. By performing a PCR with the primers we used for the gene cloning, a

linear DNA fragment was obtained. This DNA contained an inserted kanamycin

resistant cassette flanked by large regions of the chbF gene (pGP-His-chbF-KanR).

The linear DNA was transformed by electroporation into the DY329 lambda induced

competent cells (Yu et al., 2000). Several hundred clones were found on LB-

kanamycin plates. Ten colonies were tested for in vivo ChbF activity and determined

to be unable to convert the X-NAG into insoluble blue dye following the induction of

the cel / chb operon, as we showed for several E. coli strains (Figure M.1).

Random mutagenesis and creation of combinatorial DNA library

We searched for mutants with alter specificity, in which chitinase A would

acquire a chitobiase activity (i.e. the mutant enzyme will be able to cleave diNAG or

X-NAG into monomers). I used a PCR technique to randomly introduce mutations

into the chiA gene (Fromant et al., 1995). The PCR was performed with unbalanced

concentrations of nucleotides in the presence of manganese (final concentrations of 1

mM dATP, 0.02 mM dGTP, 0.2 mM dCTP and 0.2 mM dTTP) with 0.1mM MnCl2

and 6 mM MgCl2. Moreover, the DNA polymerase enzyme that I used was

TaqPolymerase, which has no proof editing system. The combination of unbalanced

concentrations of nucleotides with the addition of manganese to the reaction mixture,

promotes the incorporation of mistakes during elongation. It is impossible to use this

mutagenesis technique on full length DNA fragment coding for chitinase A (1.7 Kbp)



(Fromant et al., 1995). Thus I performed the PCR on small fragments (about 200-400

bp each) and used these PCR products to construct a combinatorial mutated library of

the chiA gene. The library was constructed by modifying the DNA shuffling technique

(Zhang et al., 1997). Series of overlapping primers that result in DNA fragments of

about 200-400 bp with overlapping regions of about 20-30 bp were synthesized and

subjected to random PCR as described above. The PCR products were these purified

from agarose gel and DNA fragments were used for a second PCR without primers

and templates, allowing the re-assembly of the fragments into full length DNA

encoding for the chiA gene. A third PCR amplification was performed with external

primers on the final full length reassembled DNA products. The DNA product coding

for chitinase A was digested with restriction endonucleases and ligated into the

pKK223-3 vector, as described for the construction of pGPchiA. A similar technique

was employed with chitobiase.

DNA sequencing and sequence corrections

All mutated clones were checked by DNA sequencing with the help of Dr.

Korner M., as part of the service of the DNA analysis unit of the Hebrew University.

Our electron density maps, of both mutants, suggested that residues 484 and 566

were incorrectly assigned as Pro and Gly respectively (Tews et al., 1996a).

Resequencing the appropriate coding regions showed that these positions code for

Gln and Ser respectively, a conclusion supported by the electron density maps.

Similarly, sequence mistakes of five amino acid residues were corrected in chitinase

A.



Purification of chitobiase

Induced culture (5 liters) was harvested using a low speed centrifuge. Cells

were resuspended in 20 ml of 0.5 M Sucrose 20mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 0.2 mg x

ml-1 lysozyme, and incubated for 1 hour at 4oC. After centrifugation, NH4SO4 was

brought to 2 M and the periplasmic proteins were applied on a Phenyl-Sepharose

column, pre-equilibrated with 2 M ammonium sulfate and 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer

pH 8.0. After washing with the same buffer, the protein was eluted by a descending

gradient of ammonium sulfate (1.2 to 0 M) and Tris-HCl pH 8.0 buffer. The volume

of the solution containing the protein was reduced using an Amicon filter. After

dialysis against a large volume of 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 8.0, the

protein was applied on SP-Sepharose column. Bound protein was eluted with 0-0.4

M NaCl, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 8.0 gradient. The location of the

fraction containing the enzyme was determined by assaying for the hydrolysis of

pNp-NAG. The fractions with highest activity were checked by 12.5% SDS-PAGE

(Laemmli, 1970). The protein was concentrated by ultra filtration and the protein

concentration was determined by the Bradford reagent.

Purification of chitinase A

Cell cultures (5 L) were induced by IPTG, harvested by low speed

centrifugation (3000 g), and chitinase A was purified from the periplasmic fraction.

About 8 grams of cells were resuspended in 20 ml of 0.5 M sucrose 20 mM Tris-HCl

pH 8.0 and 0.2 mg X  ml-1 lysozyme, and incubated for 1 hour at 4oC. After

centrifugation, the periplasmic proteins were applied on a Sepharose CL-6B column,

eluted by a descending gradient of ammonium sulfate (1.2 to 0 M) in Tris-HCl pH 8.0



buffer, concentrated by ultrafiltration and applied on a SP-Sepharose column pre-

equilibrated with 20 mM acetic acid buffer pH 4.8 and 15% PEG 6000. Bound

proteins were eluted by increasing the NaCl gradient and decreasing the PEG

concentration. Finally the protein was resuspended in a large volume of water and

applied on a hydroxyl-apatite column, extensively washed with 0.5 mM NaCl and

eluted with 1.2 M ammonium sulfate. The pure proteins were concentrated to a final

concentration of about 40 mg X ml-1 as measured by using Bradford reagent.

Purification of ChbF

An induced culture (3 liters) of A9612 cells was harvested using a low speed

centrifuge. Cells were resuspended in 5 ml of 50 mM MnCl2, 20mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0

and 0.2 mg x ml-1 lysozyme, and incubated for 1 hour at 4oC. The suspension volume

was enlarged to 50 ml with 50 mM MnCl2, 10mM imidazole and 20mM Tris-HCl pH

8.0 and applied on highly cross-linked Ni2+-column using FPLC. The protein was

eluted by imidazole gradient (0 –200mM). The volume of the solution containing the

protein was reduced using an Amicon filter. After dialysis against a large volume of

50 mM MnCl2, 1.5 M ammonium sulfate and 20mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, the protein was

applied to a Phenyl-Sepharose column, pre-equilibrated with the same buffer. After

washing, the protein was eluted by a descending gradient of ammonium sulfate (1.2 to

0 M) with the same buffer. The volume of the solution containing the protein was

reduced using an Amicon filter and Milipore for final concentration.

Crystallization of chitobiase mutants

We have improved the crystallization protocol, (Tews et al., 1992) as follows:

Co-crystals / crystals were grown by the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method



(Figure M.2A). Reservoir buffer contained 2.3 M ammonium sulfate and 100 mM

sodium acetate buffer pH 4.8. The aqueous protein solution 40 mg X ml-1 was mixed

with an equal volume of reservoir buffer containing 10 mM diNAG (5 mM for tetra

and hexaNAG). Crystals of approximately 0.5 X 0.3 X 0.2 mm3 were formed within

2-3 days.

Crystallization of chitinase A mutants

Co-crystals / crystals were grown by hanging-drop vapor diffusion. Drops of

6 µl containing 4 µl of 0.5 mM (30 mg X ml-1) protein and 2 µl of reservoir solution

were equilibrated against 1 ml of reservoir solution consisting of 0.75 M sodium

citrate (pH 7.2) and 20% (v/v) methanol (Vorgias et al., 1992). In the co-

crystallization experiments, the substrates were added (to the drop) to a final

concentration of 5 mM. Co-crystals of approximately 0.6 X 0.2 X 0.2 mm3 were

formed within a period of 3-4 days at 18oC (see Figure M.2B).

Kinetic analysis

The kinetic constants, KM and kcat, of wild-type and mutant enzymes were

determined with the substrate analogue p-nitro-phenyl-NAG (pNp-NAG for

chitobiase; and pNp-diNAG for chitinase A) at concentrations ranging from 0.5 µM

to 5 mM for chitobiase and 10 µM to 1.5 mM for chitinase A. The reactions were

performed in 0.1 M of potassuim phosphate buffer pH 7.9 at 42o C and monitored

for the accumulation of p-Nitrophenol at OD405 (930 Uvicon spectrophotometer,

Kontron Instruments). The kinetic constants were obtained by fitting the



measurements, (average of 3 experiments) of the initial rates of the reactions to the

Michaelis-Menten equation using Prism 2.0 software (GraphsPad).

Synchrotron data collection under cryo-cooling conditions

In the soaking experiments we searched for flash cryo-cooling conditions prior

to data collection, in order to prevent the development of ice water around the protein

crystal. We found that using 5-10 % higher concentrations of the hanging drop

solution with 18 % of glycerol protects the protein crystals and forms a glass liquid-

like crystal in the mounting loops.

With the co-crystallized complexes, crystals were frozen by immersion into

liquid N2. Data collections were carried out at 100oK. All crystals of chitinase A

belonged to the face-centered orthorhombic space group C2221 and exhibited only

minor variations in their unit cell dimensions. With chitobiase, all crystals studied

belonged to the primitive space group P21212, and exhibited only minor variations in

their unit cell dimensions as well.

Diffraction data were collected from a single crystal of chitobiase D539A

mutant complex under cryo-cooling conditions (100oK) at the EMBL X11

synchrotron beamline at the DORISIII storage ring of DESY, Hamburg. The

resolution range of the data was 10-1.8 Å (Table 2.2). The data of a single crystal of

the mutant E540D complex were collected at the home facility (at the laboratory of

Dr. Petratos K. IMBB FORTH Heraklion) using a Rigaku rotating anode (Cu-Kα) X-

ray generator (T=100oK) within resolution limits of 10-1.9 Å (Table 2.2). Data

processing was performed using DENZO and equivalent Bragg reflections were



merged using SCALEPACK from the HKL package (Otwinowski & Minor, 1997).

Figure M.3 shows a representative diffraction image.

All data of chitinase A co-crystal mutants were collected at the EMBL

synchrotron, except one data set of the D391A-hexaNAG complex that was done at

the laboratory of Dr. Petratos K. in Heraklion. In the soaking experiments we used the

EMBL X11 / X13 and X31 synchrotron beamlines. Data processing was done with

the XDS program (Kabsch, 1993).

Molecular replacement and model refinement

Molecular replacement (MR) was carried out with AmoRe (Navaza, 1994)

using the native chitobiase structure (PDB code: 1qba) as a model; or chitinase A

coordinates (PDB code: 1ctn). Prior to refinement, 5% of the data were randomly

flagged for cross validation (Rfree.). Refinement was performed under restrained

conditions using the programs REFMAC (Murshudov et al., 1997) and ARP / wARP

(Lamzin et al., 1993) from the CCP4 suite (Bailey, 1994) until convergence of the

indices Rfactor and Rfree was reached (Table M.5 and Table 2.2 in the Results section).

Fourier maps with coefficients of 2mFobs-DFcalc and mFobs-DFcalc were calculated,

where m is the figure of merit and D is the error distribution derived from the σA

function (Read, 1986). Manual interventions were carried out using both electron

density maps that were inspected with ‘O’ (Jones et al., 1991) in order to check the

agreement of the model with the X-ray data. Finally, the stereochemistry of the

model (structural validation) was analyzed using PROCHECK (Laskowski et al.,

1993) and WHAT_CHECK (Vriend, 1990).



Sequence alignment

A homology search was carried out with blast against the SwissProt protein

bank. The first 17 homologous sequences were extracted.  Because most of the family

20 glycosyl hydrolases carry several domains besides the catalytic domain, each one of

these sequences was aligned with the sequence coding for the TIM-barrel domain of

S.marcescens chitobiase using the Bestfit program of the GCG [(not shown;

(Wisconsin, Genetics Computer Groups)]. In this step I reduced the interference of

other domains existing in these sequences to the multiple alignment. Further, the

segments that probably code for the TIM-barrel domain were aligned with the

clustalW program (Thompson et al., 1994). Multiple alignment was carried out by

assignment of secondary structure elements from chitobiase to the penalty options of

clustalW. Finally the alignment was inspected by comparing the predicted secondary

structure elements of human hexosaminidase A with those of chitobiase (using the

PHD server http://dodo.cpmc.columbia.edu/predictprotein/; (Rost et al., 1994)), and

taking into account known Tay-Sachs mutations and active site residues of chitobiase.

The final alignment of the glycosyl hydrolases family 20 TIM-barrel domain is

presented in Appendix A1.

Modeling of human Hexosaminidase A

The crystal structure coordinates of chitobiase and the multiple alignment

were the initial input used to generate a 3D model of the α-chain of human

hexosaminidase A, with the homology procedure of the Insight II package programs

(Insight II, 1997). The predicted secondary structure of hexosaminidase and the

secondary structure elements of the known chitobiase structure allowed me to assign



these elements to the sequence of hexosaminidase. Tay-Sachs mutations that were

performed in this work and candidate active site residues were the key points for the

structural alignment. The structural alignment was adjusted manually by choosing

each of the residues that were assigned, considering the criteria of mutations and

Dayhoff evolutionary mutation matrix, minimal interference of secondary structure

elements and active site formation residues. Loops were generated according to the

loop generating procedures of the program. Those with the lowest RMS value were

selected from the 10 different options given by the generator.



Table M.5 Data collection and refinement statistics of chitinase A co-crystal of

mutant proteins with octaNAG

Data set E315Q-octaNAG D313A-octaNAG

A. Diffraction data

Wavelength (Å) 0.8469 0.8469

Space group symmetry C2221 C2221

Resolution limit (Å) 10.0 - 1.9 10.0 - 1.8

Data Redundancy1 4.1(4.1) 3.7(3.4)

Completeness (%)1 99.0(100.0) 97.7(99.0)

<I/σ (I)> 1 16.5(5.9) 24.4(7.7)

Rmerge (%)1 5.0(24.2) 3.4(14.7)

B. Refinement

Rfactor (%) 17.3 17.8

Rfree
2 (%) 21.7 21.7

No. of protein atoms 4190 4183

No. of hetero-atoms 113 113

No. of ordered waters 806 863

C. R.M.S. deviations from ideal

Bond length (Å) 0.012 0.012

Bond angle (Å) 0.028 0.026

D. Average B-factor values (<Å2>)

Protein atoms (Å2) 22.6 21.8

Substrate (Å2) 41.4 43.6
1 The numbers in parentheses are statistics from the highest resolution shell as

reported by Scalepack HKL.

2 Rfree was calculated with a test set of a random 5% of the diffraction data.



Table M.6 PDB accessions for chitinase A and chitobiase complexes

Complex structure                 Accession

PDB code Structure Factors

   Chitinase A

D313A – octaNAG 1EIB r1eibsf

E315Q – octaNAG 1EHN r1ehnsf

Y390F – hexaNAG 1FFR r1ffrsf

Wild Type-allosamidin 1FFQ r1ffqsf

D391A - hexaNAG To be deposited

D391A - tetraNAG 1K9T

   Chitobiase

D539A - diNAG 1C7S RCSB001441

E540D - diNAG 1C7T RCSB001442

The coordinates and the structure factors of the complexes were deposited in

the Protein Data Bank at the RCSB with the above accessions



Figure M.1.  Screening of chitinase A activity. Indirect monitoring of the
activity of chitinase A by probing the activity of Escherichia coli ChbF (see
text).
(A) LB-chitin plate with X-NAG: shows colonies are:
1. DY329 / pGPchiA;
2. DY329::chbF- / pGPHis-chbF + pGPchiA;
3. DY329::chbF- / pGPchiA ;
4. DY329 / pKK223-3.
(B) LB plate with diNAG and X-NAG: shows colonies are:
1. DY329 / pKK223-3;
2. DY329::chbF- / pGPHis-chbF;
3. DY329::chbF- / pKK223-3.

1 2

4 3

1 2

3



Figure M.2.  Co-crystals of chitinase A and chitobiase. Co-crystals of
mutant proteins with native substrates (oligoNAG) were grown as described
in  the Methods section.

Chitinase A

Chitobiase



Figure M.3.  Diffraction pattern of chitinase A D391A-tetraNAG
crystal. Data was collected under cryo-cooling conditions at the EMBL,
DESY in Hamburg as described in the Methods section. The image is one
of 200 images that were collected. Inset shows zoom into the low
resolution area (about 30-3 Å). This picture has been performed by using
the program HKL-Denzo.



Results

Chapter I.  Genetic analysis of the conserved catalytic TIM-barrel

domain of chitobiase

S. marcescens chitobiase is the first member of the glycosyl-hydrolase family

20 for which the structure was solved (Tews et al., 1996a). It serves as a representative

structural model for other family members (Fernandes et al., 1997; Tews et al.,

1996a). Alignment of S. marcescens chitobiase with other family 20 protein members

revealed sequence identities ranging between 15-55 % (not shown). Multiple

alignment analysis of the catalytic TIM-barrel domain of family 20 hydrolases and

distance calculations revealed a phylogenetic tree with two branches (see Figures 1.1

and A.1 in the appendix). One branch includes the bacterial enzymes, which are

clustered with about 50 % sequence identity. The second branch includes the

mammalian enzymes, which are clustered with about 80 % amino acids identity.

Interestingly, the α chain of human haxosaminidase A (HexA), a heterodimer made of

α and β homologous chains) shows a higher similarity to its ortholog, mouse α chain,

than to the paralog human β chain. A higher similarity between the human and mouse

β chains is found as well. This suggests that gene duplication in an ancestral organism

(paralog) occurred before human and mouse were evolutionary diverged.

Structural analysis shows that many of the conserved residues are located at the

proposed active site. This finding indicates that all family 20 members utilize the same

catalytic mechanism. The mammalian enzymes are acting as a hetro or homodimers.

However the crystal structure of chitobiase and the recently solved structure of β-N-



acetyl-hexosaminidase from Streptomyces plicatus suggest that these bacterial

enzymes are monomers (Mark et al., 2001; Mark et al., 1998). It is assumed that

dimerization generates a specific surface for substrate binding; however, no structural

prediction concerning dimer formation can be derived from the analysis of the

bacterial enzymes.

Bacterial chitobiase and human hexosaminidase A

Modeling of human hexosaminidase is important because many point

mutations in these enzymes lead to GM2-gangliosidosis (including Tay-Sachs and

Sandhoff diseases (reviewed in (Gravel et al., 1995); See Table 1.1). Thus this

investigation helped to rationalize Tay-Sachs and Sandhoff diseases.

Improved alignment [in which the known secondary structure elements of the

chitobiase TIM-barrel are assigned to the hexosaminidase A sequences, (using

clustalW)] revealed about 25 % amino acid identity between the human and the

bacterial proteins. We used the improved alignment to build a model of the α chain

human hexosaminidase A (see Methods), a model structure very similar to that

proposed by Tews et al., (1996). Based on the structural model many Tay-Sachs

mutations can be assigned to the enzyme’s active site. Moreover, in some cases

mutations located far from the active site shows somewhat less severe phenotypes.

However, a cluster of mutations located at the outer side of the TIM-barrel far from

the active site shows severe phenotypes as well. It was suggested that these mutants

are located at the heterodimer interface and are involved in the dimer formation.



Introduction of point mutations into chb

We further tested the hypothesis of structural homology by the introduction of

specific Tay-Sachs mutations into the chb gene. Mutational sites were chosen based on

the sequence conservation and structural analysis of the wild type chitobiase (Figures

1.2 and A.3 in the Appendix). Table 1.1 summarizes the known mutations in glycosyl-

hydrolase family 20 members and includes the mutational sites analyzed in this work.

More than 20 mutations involved in Tay-Sachs and Sandhoff diseases in the human

hexosaminidase A are known (see below).

Site directed mutagenesis was performed as described in the Methods section

on a subcloned chb gene. We set up a new highly efficient screening system to isolate

chitobiase mutants by using the X-NAG substrate (see Methods). Mutant clones

unable to develop a blue color on X-NAG plates were confirmed by DNA sequencing

and further investigated for chitobiase activity. To quantify the activity of the mutant

clones we assayed crude extracts of induced cultures (Table 1.2). We introduced the

mutations R349A, R349L and D448H (R178 and D258 in HexA, Table 1.1). We

found that chitobiase mutant proteins R349A, R349L and D448H produce defective

enzymes (Table 1.2). Understanding of the function of these residues can be obtained

by inspection of the catalytic site. Zooming into the active site (Figure 1.3) shows that

R349 forms two critical hydrogen bonds with the OH3 and OH4 hydroxyl groups of

the –1 NAG, thus anchoring the substrate into the base of the catalytic pocket. D448

forms a hydrogen bond with the key residue D539 and a second hydrogen bond via a

water molecule to OH3 hydroxyl of the –1 NAG. Thus both R349 and D448 appear to



participate in substrate binding, suggesting that a similar defect is found in the Tay-

Sachs R178 and D258 mutations.

We also introduced the mutation Q363L (Tay-Sachs V192L) and found that the

enzyme retained about 40 % of the enzymatic activity (Table 1.2). A control mutant

was constructed as well. The Tay-Sachs mutational change V192L affects a non-

conserved residue in chitobiase, and was therefore predicted to have no direct effect on

the active site (see Figure 2-1). . Inspection of the HexA model showed that V192 is

located on the surface of α−helix # 1 of the TIM-barrel. This residue is part of a

cluster of Tay-Sachs mutations located on the surface of the TIM-barrel, which

includes W420C, W474C, E482K and W485R. It probably forms an interface binding

area for interacting with the subunits (Tews et al., 1996a), or with the substrate-

specific protein cofactor, the GM2-activator protein (Burg et al., 1985; Wright et al.,

2000).

It was previously suggested that the conserved E540 of chitobiase acts as the

proton donor (HexA E323). We have generated the mutants E540D and E540A that

were found to have very low activity (Table 1.2). Similar findings were obtained with

the analogous mutations E323D in HexA and E314Q mutants from S. plicatus (Mark

et al., 2001; Mark et al., 1998). Two additional conserved sites, D539 and Y669, were

also studied. We found that mutations in both residues decrease the enzymatic activity

(Table 1.2). Inspection of chitobiase structure suggested that both residues are in

contact with the acetamido group of the –1 NAG substrate. Biochemical and structural

studies of mutants in the proposed catalytic residues D539 and E540 are described in

Chapter II and in Prag et al., (2000). In conclusion, the analysis of the mutants in



chitobiase provides further support for the structural and functional homology between

the human and the bacterial enzymes.



Table 1.1 List of the available mutants in the glycosyl hydrolase family 20

Human TSD
      HexA

α-chain β-chain

aHuman
HexA
α-chain

bS.plicatus
hex

cS.marcescens
chitobiase

R170Q/W R341
I207V L345

R178C/H/L R162H R349H/A
V192L Q363L
V200M K371
S210F G381
R247W Q437
R249W R439
G250D Q440

D258H D246N D448H
G269S S459
S279P T487
F300L F512

E307D E519
DF305 I517

D539A
E323D E314Q E540A/D

W420C V668
Y669E

Y456S E675
W458R W763

E462D E739
W474C F752

R505Q R754
E482K E760
R499C/H R776
R504C/H K779

List of known mutations in the glycosyl hydrolase family 20. The first two
columns show Tay-Sachs disease (TSD) mutants in the human hexosaminidase α and
β chains. Severe Tay-Sachs B1 phynotypes characterized by normal amounts but
catalytically inactive enzymes are underlined.
a Site directed mutations introduced into hexA. (Fernandes et al., 1997).
b Analysis of conserved residues in the S. plicatus β-N-acetylhexosaminidase (see
(Mark et al., 2001)).
c List of residues in the TIM-barrel domain of S. marcescens chtitobiase corresponding
to those in HexA. Mutations introduced in the S. marcescens chitobiase gene are
shown in bold letters (see text and multiple alignment in Appendix A1).



Table 1.2 Relative activities of wild-type and mutant chitobiase proteins

Protein Relative activity

Wild type 1

R349L 0.035

R349H 0.028

Q363L 0.385

D448H 0.012

D539A 0.008

E540A 0.032

E540D 0.005

D539A / E540D > 0.001

Y669E 0.075

D539A / Y669E 0.008

Crude extracts of overnight induced cultures were assayed for activity using p-

Nitro-Phenyl-NAG as a substrate (see the Methods section). The results above are

averages of at least three independent assays with standard deviations of less than 5 %.



Figure 1.1.  Phylogenetic tree of the glycosyl-hydrolase family 20 TIM Barrel

domain. Multiple alignment of glycosyl-hydrolase family 20 was performed using the

clustalW program as described in the Methods section. Based on the structure of

chitobiase, the region coding for the TIM-barrel domain of all other family members

was realigned. Neighbor-Joining distances were calculated to generate the above un-

rooted tree. Codes: SERMA, Serratia marcescens; VIBHA, Vibrio harveyi; PORGI,

Porphyromonas gingivalis; VIBFU, Vibrio furnissii; DICDI, Dictyostelium discoideum;

ENTHI, Entamoeba histolytica; HUMAN, Homo sapiens; MOUSE, Mus musculus;

PIG, Sus scrofa; FELCA, Felis silvestris catus; BOMMO, Bombyx mori; STRPL,

Streptomyces plicatus; ALTSO, Alteromonas sp. (strain O-7); VIBVU, Vibrio

vulnificus.
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Figure 1.2.  Projection of Tay-Sachs mutations on the catalytic
domain of chitobiase. The positions of Tay-Sachs mutations (red) and
other mutations (blue) that were generated in this study are shown. Also
shown is the location of the diNAG substrate (gray) at the active site. The
structure shown is of the TIM- barrel domain of chitobiase  E540D -
diNAG mutant complex (see Chapter II)



Figure 1.3.  A stereo view showing the active site of chitobiase - diNAG
complex. The figure is focused on the enzyme-substrate interactions with
four active site residues that are described in the text. The coordinates of
chitobiase E540D - diNAG mutant complex (see Chapter II) were used to
generate this figure. Dashed lines represent putative hydrogen bonds. Color
code: diNAG, yellow; atoms of amino acid residues: carbon, green; nitrogen,
light blue and oxygen, red. The oxygen atom of a water molecule is rendered
as a blue ball.



Chapter II.  Structures of chitobiase mutants complexed with the

substrate di-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine: The catalytic role of the

conserved acidic pair, aspartate 539 and glutamate 540

S. marcescens chitobiase belongs to glycosyl hydrolases family 20 (Henrissat,

1991). In this family the catalytic domain is an α/β TIM-barrel, and the active site lies

at the center of the barrel convex side made of the loops at the c-terminus end of the

barrel β-strands. It was suggested that hydrolysis by chitobiase proceeds via a

substrate-assisted mechanism in which the configuration of the anomeric carbon is

retained. In this reaction glutamate 540, located in loop #4 of the catalytic domain, acts

as a proton donor and the acetamido group acts as the nucleophile (Drouillard et al.,

1997; Tews et al., 1996b).

Conservation of catalytic residues

Multiple alignment of family 20 of glycosyl hydrolases, based on 17 sequences

extracted from the SwissProt bank, showed the complete conservation of both Asp539

and Glu540 in loop #4 (positions of the amino acid residues are those of S. marcescens

chitobiase). A signature of six residues HXGGDE (where X represents any amino

acid) can be easily recognized (see Figure I.4 in the Introduction). It was previously

shown that changing the catalytic glutamate of chitobiase in Streptomyces plicatus and

in human β-hexosaminidase A inactivated the enzyme (Fernandes et al., 1997; Mark et

al., 1998). The two conserved glycine residues are probably essential in forming the

structure of the end of β-strands #4 and loop #4, and in facilitating its conformational

flexibility. The conserved His535, which is located at the core of the barrel, makes a

number of electrostatic and aromatic interactions with residues at the bottom of the



catalytic pocket. These are probably essential for maintaining the structure of the

catalytic site. In this study we chose to change Asp539 and Glu540 of S. marcescens

chitobiase, the only member for which the structure of the enzyme was solved at the

time the experiments were carried out. The availability of inactive mutant proteins

allowed us to achieve co-crystallization with the native substrate. The structures of the

enzyme-substrate co-crystals of the mutant proteins allowed us to gain insight into the

function of these conserved residues in the active site.

Biochemical characterization of chb mutants

The kinetic parameters of the purified wild-type and mutant proteins D539A,

E540A and E540D were determined (Table 2.1). The residual activity of the

E539A/E540A protein was too low to allow kinetic analysis. Mutation D539A was

found to increase KM and to decrease Kcat, suggesting that D539 is involved in both

substrate binding and catalytic activity. This mutational change caused a decrease of

over 1000 fold in the enzymatic efficiency (Kcat/KM). Mutations E540A and E540D

were found to decrease KM by about 5 fold and to decrease Kcat, suggesting that E540

is involved in catalysis. These mutations led to a decrease in enzymatic efficiency of

about 30 and 120 fold respectively (Table 2.1). It is possible that the somewhat higher

activity of the E540A mutant over that of E540D is due to the participation of a water

molecule accommodated between the scissile bond and the Cβ group of the mutated

Ala540 residue. Thus we demonstrated that the conserved Asp539 - Glu540 (DE) pair

plays an important role in the catalytic site.



Co-crystal structures of chitobiase mutants with diNAG

To investigate the structural consequences of the amino acid substitutions, the

structures of D539A and E540D mutants complexed with diNAG were determined.

This work was done as a collaboration with Dr. K. Petratos. We co-crystallized the

mutant proteins with diNAG and solved their structures (Table 2.2). Diffraction data

were collected to 1.9 Å and 1.8 Å resolutions. The root-mean-square-deviations

(RMSD) of the backbone coordinates between the wild-type enzyme and the D539A

and E540D mutants, were calculated to be 0.31 Å and 0.37 Å respectively. These

findings show that the structure of the mutant proteins did not change. The backbone

structure of the  TIM-barrel domains of mutant proteins and the position of the

substrates are shown in Figure 2.1. The conformation of the diNAG bound to the

enzyme is similar to that described previously (Tews et al., 1996b). However, the two

mutants revealed subtle changes in both amino acid residues and in the substrate.

Surprisingly, the analysis of the D539A-diNAG complex reveals that although

the position of the substrate is maintained, the acetamido group is flipped by 175o

degrees (dihedral angle of the N2-C7 bond) with respect to the wild-type and E540D

complexes (Figures 2.2 and 2.3). It appears that the flipped acetamido group occupies

part of the space that is filled by the side chain of D539 in the wild-type. Thus, it

seems that one function of D539 is to restrain the acetamido group in a specific

orientation by forming a hydrogen bond with N2 of the -1 sugar. The loss of this

hydrogen bond is probably responsible for the reduced affinity of the mutant protein to

the substrate. The altered conformation of the acetamido group in the D539A-diNAG

complex may be favored by its hydrogen bond to Glu540 (Figure 2.3). In addition,



residues Trp616 and Trp639 form hydrophobic interactions with the acetamido group

of the -1 sugar in its two alternative conformations. We speculate that these

interactions limit the position of the acetamido group to two distinct conformations.

The mutant protein D539A caused additional changes at the active site. The

electron density of the side chain of residue E540 is poor (ρ= 0.65 x σ). This is

reflected by increased atomic temperature factors (Bfactor). The average Bfactor for the

E540 side chain was refined to 41.1 Å2, as compared to the total averaged Bfactor of

23.6 Å2 for all side chains in the molecule (σ = 8.4 Å2, Table 2.2). Similar analysis of

the wild-type complex (PDB code: 1qbb) yielded a Bfactor for the E540 side chain of

26.4 Å2 and total averaged Bfactor of 16.4 Å2 (σ = 2.8 Å2). These results suggest a

greater flexibility of E540 in the mutant. Furthermore, E540 assumes an altered

conformation in which the distance between the Oε1-carboxylic group of E540 and the

glycosidic oxygen increases from 2.8 Å to 5.3 Å (Figures 2.2 and 2.3). These results

suggest that D539 acts to restrain the movement of E540 and could account for the

decreased activity of the D539A protein.

The conserved D539 residue may have additional functions. It possibly aids in

the contact between the acetamido O7 of the -1 sugar and the anomeric carbon C1 of

the substrate, and in stabilizing the partial positive charge of the acetamido group

while forming the proposed oxazolinium ring (Brameld et al., 1998; Terwisscha-van-

Scheltinga et al., 1995; Terwisscha-van-Scheltinga et al., 1994). D539 may also

improve proton donation by forming an electrostatic interaction with E540. Thus it is

presently difficult to distinguish the various contributions of the D539 residue to the



enzymatic activity. Attempts to get the D539N mutant, which could have helped in the

above analysis, failed.

The analysis of the E540D-diNAG co-crystal is simpler since the structural

difference from the wild-type enzyme is confined to the absence of one CH2 group. In

the E540D-diNAG complex the distance between the carboxylic end and the

glycosidic oxygen was found to be 4.3 Å (Figure 2.3). Thus, increasing the distance

between the carboxylic end and the glycosidic oxygen from 2.8 Å (as found in the

wild-type enzyme) to 4.3 Å is sufficient to reduce the catalytic activity of the mutant

(Table 2.1). These findings support the hypothesis that E540 acts as the proton donor.

It is not clear why the mutations changing the E540 residue appear to increase the

affinity of the enzyme to the substrate.

The catalytic mechanism of chitobiase

Our detailed structural analysis of two mutants at the catalytic site allowed a

more comprehensive analysis of the chitobiase mechanism of action. It is clear from

our results that in the complex the structure of the substrate is distorted. As was

previously observed (Tews et al., 1996), the planes of the two sugars are tilted around

the glycosidic linkage by about 900 with respect to one another. This distortion is

stabilized by hydrophobic and polar interactions. A similar distortion was found in

chitinase A-octaNAG complexes (see Chapter IV and Discussion). It was previously

shown that the cleavage of diNAG proceeds via a substrate-assisted mechanism, in

which the configuration of the anomeric carbon is retained (Drouillard et al., 1997).

Our results support the proposal that Glu540 donates a proton to the glycosidic bond.

This results in the cleavage of diNAG and in the release of the +1 sugar from the



active site. Our results show the importance of the conserved Asp539 residue. As

discussed above, this residue performs multiple functions.

After breakage of the scissile bond, the positive charge of the C1 of the -1

sugar is stabilized by a nucleophilic attack from the O7 of the acetamido group,

resulting in the formation of an oxazolinium ring. We suggest that the oxazolinium

ring is stabilized by a hydrogen bond of Asp539 with the N2. Interestingly, we found

that one function of Asp539 is to keep both the Glu540 and the N-acetyl group in the

proper position essential for catalysis. Finally, hydrolysis of a water molecule

completes the reaction by the hydroxyl attack at the C1 of the -1 sugar and the

reprotonation of Glu540.

The results presented in this chapter provide an explanation for the importance

and conservation of the Asp -Glu in glycosyl hydrolase family 20. It is interesting that

chitinases belonging to family 18, of which there are now over 50 sequenced

representatives, all possessing an Asp-X-Glu motive at the catalytic site (see Chapters

III - V). In most cases, X is found to be a hydrophobic residue. Inspection of the

determined 3D structures of the chitinases suggests that the aspartate and glutamate

residues assume a similar configuration in both chitobiase and chitinases. The function

of the Asp-X-Glu motive in family 18 will be described in the next chapters.



Table 2.1 Kinetic constants of wild-type and mutant chitobiase proteins

Enzyme KM

(µM)

Kcat

(sec-1)

Kcat / KM

(sec-1 X µM-1)

WT 0.063 827.0 1.3 X 104

D539A 1.991 17.0 0.8 X 101

E540A 0.014 6.0 4.2 X 102

E540D 0.010 1.4 1.1 X 102

Kinetic assays were performed with pNp-NAG as described in the Materials

and Methods section. Standard errors were less than + 15% for KM and less then +

18% for Kcat determinations.



Table 2.2 Diffraction data processing and refinement statistics

D539A E540D
A. Diffraction Data
Unit cell a (Å) 109.8 109.2

b (Å) 100.0 99.4
c (Å) 86.3 86.6

Space group symmetry P21212 P21212
Diffraction limit (Å) 1.75 1.85
Observations 937195 1001880
Unique reflections 76047 71983
4 Completeness (%) 86.9 (90.8) 96.9 (94.0)
1, 4Rmerge (%) 2.4 (9.5) 5.5 (21.6)
Overall I/σ 30.8 27.8
B. Refinement
Resolution limits 15-1.8 10-1.9
2Rfactor (%) 17.1 19.1
3Rfree (%) 22.3 24.6
Number of residues 857 857
Number of water molecules 823 834
C. RMS deviations from ideality
Bond length (Å) 0.022 0.029
Bond angle (o) 2.29 2.89
Aromatic planar groups (Å) 0.012 0.015
D. Average of Bfactor Values (<Å2>)
All atoms 21.8 25.7
Main chain 19.6 24.7
Side chain 23.6 26.8
Substrate (diNAG) 15.5 24.9
Solvent (H2O, SO4

2-) 31.0 34.9
1Rmerge = Σ|Ι

i
− <Ι>|/Σ|Ι

i
 | where Ι

i
 is an individual observed intensity measurement and

<Ι> is the average intensity for this reflection.
2Rfactor = Σ|Fobs−Fcalc|/ ΣFobs where Fobs and Fcalc are the observed and calculated

structure factors, respectively.
3Rfree = Σ| Fobs|−|Fcalc||/ ΣFobs calculated from 5% of the reflections selected randomly

and omitted from the refinement process.
4 Values in parentheses refer to the corresponding values of the highest resolution

shell (from scalepack output. 1.95-1.8 Angstrom).



Figure 2.1.  Comparison of the TIM-barrel catalytic domains of wild-type
and mutant chitobiase structures. Stereo views of wild-type (green) mutant
D539A (blue) and mutant E540D (yellow) of the backbone coordinates and of
the diNAG atoms superimposition are shown. Location of residues at the
amino (Pro336) and the carboxy (Arg765) ends of the TIM-barrel domain, and
of the catalytic Asp539 and Glu540 residues are indicated. The wild-type data
weretaken from Tews et al, 1996 (1qba). The program insight II was used to
generate this figure.



Figure 2.2. Models of the complexes of S. marcescens chitobiase mutants.
The figure focuses on the active sites occupied by the substrate. Part of the
calculated electron density maps 2mFobs-DFcalc (see Methods) are shown from
the final refined models of the mutants D539A at 1.8 Å (left) and E540D at 1.9
Å (right), contoured at 1.5 x σ  level. The sugar and amino acid residues are
shown in blue. The glycosidic oxygen O7A of the acetamido group and the
carboxylic oxygen atoms of  residues 539 and 540 are colored red. The
program O was used to generate this figure.



Figure 2.3. Structural comparisons of the catalytic sites of wild-type and
mutant complexes. Wild-type (green), D539A (blue) and E540D (yellow) are
shown. Superimposition of the three complexes is shown below. The
glycosidic oxygen and the proposed acetamido O7 nucleophile are colored in
red. Distances are indicated in Angstrom units. The wild-type data were taken
from Tews et al, 1996 (1qbb). The program RasMol was used to generate this
figure.



Chapter III.  Structural analysis of oligoNAG substrates bound to

chitinase A

The crystal structure of native chitinase A was refined at a 2.3 Å resolution

(Perrakis et al. 1994). Based on this structure it was proposed that the substrate-

binding site forms along the groove that is located at the carboxy-termini of the β-

strands of the TIM-barrel domain. However, attempts to obtain the co-crystal

structures of chitinase-oligoNAG complexes in which the non-cleaved substrate

occupies the catalytic site proved unsuccessful (Perrakis et al., 1994; Terwisscha-van-

Scheltinga et al., 1996). Only two NAG residues were found at the active site of the

enzyme, followed by a soaking experiment with tetraNAG. This is possibly due to the

enzymatic cleavage of the substrate within the crystal lattice (Tews et al., 1997). To

understand how chitinase A binds to the chitin oligomer, we generated site-specific

mutants at the catalytic site and obtained chitinase A- oligoNAG co-crystals that

enabled a comprehensive structure-function analysis.

Identification of mutants

Mutants were generated by site directed mutagenesis. Mutants that showed a

decreased turnover number (Kcat) but were able to bind the substrate (KM), were chosen

for further crystallographic studies (Table 3.1). The biochemical properties of these

mutants are described in Chapter IV. The mutations D313A, E315Q, Y390F and

D391A were found to be suitable for further study. Co-crystals of these mutant

proteins with oligoNAG were grown to the face-centered orthorhombic space group

C2221 and data were collected under cryogenic conditions as described in the

Methods. The final refined complex resolutions were less than 2 Å, sufficient for a



detailed analysis of the enzyme-substrate interactions (for a table describing the

crystallographic data and refinement statistics see the Material and Methods section).

The structures of the wild type and mutant proteins are highly similar. However,

specific, subtle, structural changes in residues 315 and 313 were observed. This

finding allowed us to investigate how the substrate binds to chitinase A.

Analysis of chitinase A binding groove in a co-crystal structure with oligoNAG

The complex of chitinase A E315Q with octaNAG was analyzed in detail. It

allowed us to identify eight subsites located at the long groove across the barrel. The

groove appeared to be open at the side facing the FnIII-like domain. This opening

probably accounts for the ability of the enzyme to bind longer oligoNAG chains and

chitin. At the other end of the groove the presence of Tyr418, which contacts the +2

NAG, may reduce the ability of a longer substrate extended beyond this tyrosine. Thus

the +3 NAG will have to bypass the block posed by residue Tyr418 (see Chapter V).

The function of Tyr418 may explain the propensity of diNAG to be a major product

produced by the enzyme.

The overall structure of the complex E315Q-octaNAG is shown in Figure 3.1.

The substrate can clearly be seen firmly embedded within the deep tunnel (about 8-11

Å in width and about 15 Å deep). Close inspection of the structures indicated that a

large number of amino acid residues contribute to the binding of octaNAG (Table 3.1).

Direct contacts are mainly mediated by aromatic and charged residues. In addition,

indirect contacts via water molecules are also present (see Figures 3.1 A and B

respectively and Table 3.1). Weaker interactions extend from –2 to -6 subsites.

Finally, a small number of the interactions of the -5 and -6 sugar residues are probably



due to the packing in the crystal lattice and may not reflect any biological function.

Many, but not all, of the residues that participate in substrate binding are highly

conserved (Table 3.1). All acetamido groups of the –4 NAG to +2 NAG residues were

found to form specific interactions with the enzyme. We identified at least one

hydrogen bond between the enzyme and each of the acetamido groups of the -4 NAG

to +2 NAG residues, providing for oligoNAG specificity. We suspect that the less

conserved residues that we identified as participating in substrate binding may

represent different evolutionary solutions for substrate binding. Alternatively, these

non-conserved residues reflect minor differences of substrate specificity among

glycosyl hydrolase family 18.

The catalytic pocket and substrate distortion

The -1 and +1 sugars and the scissile bond were identified as previously

suggested (Perrakis et al., 1994; Tews et al., 1997). These two NAG residues are tilted

around the glycosidic linkage by about 900 with respect to one another in a non-

favored conformation that may reduce the activation energy (Figure 3.2). A number of

interactions of the –1 NAG take place with residues Tyr163, Phe191, Trp275, Asp313,

Glu315, Met388, Tyr390, Asp391, Tyr444, Arg446, and Trp539 (see also Table 3.1).

In addition, the +1 NAG interacts with residues Trp275, Phe316, Met388, Asp391,

Phe396 and Arg446. We assume that Glu315, mutated in the E315Q protein, also

interacts with the +1 NAG. These interactions are probably responsible for forcing the

substrate into the non-favored conformation for catalysis (see Chapter IV). Moreover,

we found that the sugar residue bound at subsite –1 (-1 NAG) adopts a ‘boat’ 1,4B

conformation. Similarly, a 4-sofa conformation was reported for the structure of



chitobiase-diNAG complex, see Chapter II and in Prag et al., (2000), Tews et al.,

(1996a), and in modeled structure of the chitinase A complex with hexaNAG (Tews et

al., 1997). Such a conformation allows the C1, C2, C5 and O5 of the –1 pyranose ring

to adopt the coplanar configuration required for catalysis (see chapter IV). The

acetamido group of the –1 NAG, proposed to be participating in the substrate-assisted

catalysis, is embedded in a pocket that extends from the substrate-binding groove. In

the E315Q complex the conformation of the acetamido group of the –1 NAG is

energetically favored (as are all other acetamido groups of the octaNAG substrate).

We propose that this structure describes an early binding step in which a pre-Michaelis

complex is formed. Interestingly, in complexes of D391A mutant protein, this

acetamido group was found in a position rotated by about 180o with respect to that

found with E315Q (see Chapter V for the significance of this finding). The

configuration that is found in the E315Q and D313A complexes may favor entry of the

-1 sugar to the catalytic site whereas the configuration that is found in Y390F the and

D391A complexes facilitates the interaction of Asp313 with N2 of the N-acetyl group.

This causes the N-acetyl group to occupy the energetically non-favored conformation

that is required for the substrate-assisted model of catalysis (see Chapters IV and V).

This well-defined pocket is located at the center of the barrel and is surrounded by the

conserved residues Tyr163, Phe191, Asp313, Met388, Tyr390 and Trp539 (Figure 3.3

and Table 3.1). All these residues are conserved in family 18 chitinases. Thus we

suggest that this pocket is structurally conserved and plays an important role in the

catalytic mechanism of family 18 chitinases.



The findings described in this section provide an explanation as to how the

enzyme binds long oligoNAG substrates, and suggest an explanation for why the main

products of the enzyme are units of diNAG. Our results lead us to suggest that

chitinase A acts mainly as an exoenzyme cleaving two residues at a time from the

reducing end.



Table 3.1 Contacts between chitinase A E315Q and octaNAG

Subsite  Residue  Distance  Surface       Hydrogen  Hydrophobic interaction
                    (Å)     contact (Å2)  Bond      interaction      H2O

+2 NAG   Trp275     3.1       27.0         -             +
         Phe316     4.2        6.1         -             +
         Lys320*    3.9       10.4         +             -           804
         Ser364*    4.2        3.4         +             -           802

         Gly366     3.9       13.7         -             +
         Lys369     2.6       46.1         +             -
         Tyr390     4.9        1.3         +             -
         Asp391     3.2       23.6         +             -

         Phe392     4.1       17.3         -             +
         Phe396     3.4       47.9         -             +
         Tyr418*    3.3       59.2         +             +           606
+1 NAG   Trp275     3.4       62.5         +             +

         Gln315     4.9        1.5         +             -
         Phe316     3.4       26.1         -             +
         Ser364     4.5        5.7         +             -
         Met388     3.9       21.4         +             -

         Tyr390     4.5        5.9         +             -
         Asp391     3.2       23.1         +             -
         Phe396     4.1       12.3         -             +
         Arg446*    3.4       26.2         +             -           797

-1 NAG   Tyr163     3.4       32.1         -             +
         Phe191     3.7       13.7         -             +
         Trp275     3.0       15.3         +             -
         Asp313     3.3       30.1         +             -

         Gln315     3.0       21.8         +             -
         Ala362     3.5       12.8         -             +
         Met388     3.5       18.4         -             +
         Tyr390     3.6       15.8         +             -

         Asp391     3.1       11.0         +             -
         Tyr444     3.6       13.0         -             +
         Arg446     3.2       13.9         +             -
         Trp539     3.4       36.3         +             +

-2 NAG   Trp167     4.0        8.5         +             -
         Arg172     4.4        8.5         +             -
         Phe191     3.7       13.5         -             +
         Ile207     4.6        4.0         -             +
         Trp275     3.0       24.5         +             -

         Thr276     3.4       14.6         +             -
         Tyr444     4.0       20.8         -             +
         Arg446*    3.9       13.9         +             -           800
         Glu473     2.7       31.8         +             -

         Ile476     4.0       29.7         -             +
         Trp539     3.0       12.2         +             +
         Glu540     2.9       24.2         +             -
-3 NAG   Trp167     3.6       52.2         -             +

         Arg172     2.6       14.4         +             -
         Phe191     4.5        2.7         -             +
         Ser210*    5.3        1.0         +             -           329
         His229*    4.3       15.9         +             +           789

         Thr276     2.7       37.7         +             -
         Leu277     4.1       21.3         -             +
         Trp472     4.3        1.0         -             +
         Glu473     2.6       34.2         +             -

-4 NAG   Trp167     3.7       24.7         -             +
         Tyr170     4.0       13.2         -             +
         Gly171     4.9        7.6         +             -
         Arg172     2.6       35.2         +             -

         Ile207     4.5        6.6         -             +
         Glu208*    5.1        1.8         +             -           790
         Ser210     4.3       20.6         +             -
         His229     5.1        5.7         +             -

         Asp230*    5.7       11.4         +             -           784
         Trp472     4.1       32.1         -             +
-5 NAG   Tyr170     3.0       42.1         +             +
         Gly171*    4.1        8.0         +             -           788

         Glu208*    3.9       25.8         +             +           790
         Asp230*    5.3        4.1         +             -           784
-6 NAG   Tyr170     3.4       31.5         -             +
         Phe232     3.3       32.7         -             +

         Lys237*    2.7       34.8         +             -           373

Enzyme-substrate interactions with each NAG group is given. The amino acid
residues define the subsites on chitinase A. The minimal distance and surface contact between
the amino acid residue and the NAG residue are given. (*) Interactions mediated by water
molecules are indicated. Underline marks highly conserved residues. This analysis was carried
out by the LPC server (http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.il:8500/oca-bin/lpccsu/; Sobolev et al.,
1999) and refined by inspection.



Figure 3.1.  Chitinase A – octaNAG complex. OctaNAG bound to the
catalytic groove of chitinase A E315Q mutant is shown. Aromatic and
hydrophilic residues that interact with the substrate are colored in green and
red respectively; The octaNAG substrate is colored blue. Two orientations
were chosen to show the length and the depth of the groove.



Figure 3.2.  Substrate torsion in the complex of chitinase A with
octaNAG. The octaNAG substrate and several aromatic residues that
probably induce the torsion at the catalytic center are shown. NAG residues
(blue) are indicated (see text ). Color code of amino acid atoms: carbon-gray;
nitrogen-light blue and oxygen-red.



Figure 3.3.  The catalytic pocket of chitinase A. The acetamido group of
the –1 NAG is imbedded in the pocket that is located at the center of the
binding groove. Protein surface was calculated and colored as a
hydrophobic gradient (red represents hydrophobic residues and blue
hydrophilic residues).



Chapter IV.  Analysis of the catalytic mechanism of chitinase A

Two models were suggested for the catalytic mechanism for chitinase A. The

first model suggests a double displacement (retaining) mechanism in which Glu315

acts as a proton donor and Asp391 acts as a nucleophile (Perrakis et al., 1994). In the

alternative substrate-assisted model Glu315 is proposed to act as a proton donor while

the nucleophilic action is carried out by the terminal oxygen (O7) of the acetamido

group of the -1 NAG (Tews et al., 1997). In this second model the double bond of O7

is opened and its unpaired electron attacks the oxacarbonium, yielding an oxazolinium

ring intermediate (see Figure D4 in the Discussion sections). The high-resolution

structures of chitinase A oligoNAG-complexes allowed us to carry out a detailed

analysis of the enzymatic mechanism. In this chapter and in Chapter V, there is a focus

on the catalytic mechanism of chitinase A.

The catalytic center of wild type chitinase A

In a collaboration with Dr. K. Petratos an improved crystal structure of wild-type

chitinase A with an increased resolution (1.55 Å) was obtained [phases were taken

from the native structure, PDB code: 1ctn; (Perrakis et al., 1994) to be published].

This structure was found to be highly similar to the previously published structure.

However, residue Asp313 was found in two conformations (Figure 4.1A). In one

conformation Asp313 interacts with Glu315. This conformation was also found in

other chitinases (Hollis et al., 2000; Rao et al., 1995; Terwisscha-van-Scheltinga et al.,

1994; van Aalten et al., 2000; Van-Roey et al., 1994) and in chitobiase (residue

Asp539, see Chapter II and Discussion section). In the alternative conformation,

Asp313 interacts with residue Asp311. This conformation is identical to that found



previously in the structure of chitinase A (Perrakis et al., 1994), and to the

conformation found in the E315Q-octaNAG complex (see below). As will be

discussed below, we propose that the ability of Asp313 to alternate between two

conformations plays a key role in the catalytic reaction of chitinase A.

Biochemical analysis of active site mutants

During the construction of mutants by site directed mutagenesis we, developed

a new genetic screen for chitinase mutants (see Materials and Methods). The principle

of the screen is based on the activation of the endogenous E. coli gene celF / chbF as a

reporter gene (Keyhani & Roseman, 1997; Parker & Hall, 1990) in the presence of

diNAG (the latter is a product of chitinase A when colonies expressing the enzyme are

growing on chitin plates). The CelF / ChbF enzyme, a product of the celF gene,

cleaves X-NAG into mono NAG and an insoluble blue dye. To test the importance of

specific residues for the enzymatic activity we determined the kinetic parameters of

the purified wild type and mutant proteins with the substrate pNp-diNAG (Table 4.1).

Similar results were obtained with the substrates 4MU-diNAG and pNp-diNAG. The

mutations D313A and E315Q, both highly conserved residues, caused about a 100 -

200 fold reduction in Kcat. We mutated residue Asp391 that was proposed to

participate in chitinase A activity (Perrakis et al., 1994). This residue is conserved as

either Asp or Asn. We found that D391E mutant showed a wild-type phenotype, and

D391N mutant resulted in only a minor reduction in chitinase A activity. However the

D391A mutant reduced the turnover number by about 250-fold. Residue Y390 is also

conserved among all family 18 members, and faces the catalytic center. A mutant with

a minimal change of substituting this tyrosine with phenylalanine was constructed.



Y390F showed a 200-fold reduction in Kcat. Thin layer chromatography assays of the

hydrolysis of hexaNAG by the wild type and mutant enzymes showed that mutants

Y390F and D391A retain significant activity, while the mutants D313A and E315Q

were inactive (data not shown). Our results demonstrate that all mutated residues

probably play an important role in the catalytic activity of chitinase A.

Structural analysis of the catalytic mechanism

We have co-crystallized and solved the complex structures of all four mutants

with oligoNAG as described in the Materials and Methods section and in Papanikolau

et al., (2001). This work was done as a collaboration with the laboratory of Dr.

Kyriacos Petratos in IMBB FORTH, Heraklion. The structures of wild-type and

mutant proteins are highly similar (see Chapter III). However, specific, subtle,

structural changes in residues 315 and 313 were observed. The -1 and +1 sugars and

the scissile bond were identified as suggested previously (Perrakis et al., 1994; Tews

et al., 1997). These two NAG residues are found in a stressed configuration as

described in Chapter III. The acetamido group of the –1 NAG, proposed to participate

in the substrate-assisted catalysis, is embedded in the pocket extending from the

substrate-binding groove (see Chapter III).

The D313A mutant co-crystallized with octaNAG showed that the position of

Glu315 is identical to that found in the native wild-type enzyme, while the Asp313

side chain is absent  (Figure 4.1B). The sugar is present in an almost identical

configuration to that present in the E315Q co-crystal (see Figure 4.1C). The distance

between the carboxylic end of Glu315 and the glycosidic oxygen is 2.7 Å, a distance

that is optimal for its proton donor activity. Therefore, the inactivity of this mutant



must be caused by the absence of the aspartic side chain. In addition, the distance

between O7 of the N-acetyl group and C1 is 3.7 Å. This distance is too large for

nucleophilic attack. It is possible that an interaction of Asp313 with the acetamido

group is required for placing it in the energetically non-favored conformation,

permitting the substrate-assisted reaction to occur (see below). The inactivity of the

D313A protein could therefore also be due to the inability of O7 of the N-acetyl group

to act as a nucleophile. Attempts to get the D313N mutant, which I predicted would

have milder effects on the enzymatic activity and could have helped in the above

analysis, failed.

In the E315Q-octaNAG complex the Glu to Gln change is clearly observed. In

the complex, the side-chain of Gln315 is found in two conformations (Figure 4.1C).

One of these conformations is identical to that found in the wild-type enzyme in the

absence of a substrate, and in the Y390F and D391A complexes (see Chapter V). The

simplest explanation for the inactivity of the E315Q mutant is the inability of Gln315

to act as a proton donor. In addition, the O7 of the N-acetyl group is positioned 3.9 Å

from the C1 carbon, probably too far and at an improper angle to carry out the

nucleophilic attack efficiently.

We have co-crystallized the D391A and Y390F mutants with hexaNAG. The

overall structure of these mutants is very similar to the wild-type and to the other

mutants, and the mutational change could be clearly identified. However, in these

complexes Asp313 occupies only the conformation in which it is next to Glu315. In

this conformation Asp313 interacts with the N2 of the acetamido of the –1 NAG. This

interaction forces the rotation of the acetamido group into a non-favored conformation



required for the substrate-assisted reaction. The importance of this rotation is

discussed in Chapter V.

In conclusion, the highly conserved Asp313 and Glu315 residues were shown to

play an important role in the catalytic activity of family 18 chitinases. Glu315 acts as a

proton donor. Residue Asp313 probably reduces the activation energy of the reaction

by rotating the acetamido of the -1 sugar, a rotation required for the proposed

substrate-assisted reaction. The partial negative charge of Asp313 is postulated to

further stabilize the intermediate by reducing the positive charge of the N2 in the

oxazolinium ring formed during the nucleophilic attack by the acetamido O7 atom of

the -1 sugar.



Table 4.1 Kinetic parameters of wild-type and mutant chitinase A proteins

Protein type Kcat (Sec
-1)  KM (µM)  Relative Kcat/KM

Wild type 331   + 6.20    52 + 2 1.0000

D313A   1.6 + 0.09   296 + 5 0.0008

E315Q   4.9 + 0.12   530 + 9 0.0014

Y390F   1.4 + 0.10    87 + 2 0.0025

D391A   1.2 + 0.11   260 + 8 0.0007

Kinetic assays were performed with pNp-diNAG as described in the Methods

section. The results represent averages of 3 independent experiments with standard

errors. These mutants were unable to degrade colloidal chitin.



Figure 4.1.  Structure of chitinase A-oligoNAG complexes. The position
of -1 and +1 sugar residues, the catalytic residues D313 and E315 are
shown. (A) Wild type structure. (B) D313A – octaNAG complex. and (C)
E315Q – octaNAG complex. Amino acid residues are colored in green with
the exceptions of one of the two conformations of Asp313 and Q315 which
are colored in red and yellow. Sugar atoms are colored as follows: carbon
gray; nitrogen light blue and oxygen red. Distances are indicated in
Angstrom.



Chapter V.  Trapping the reaction intermediates in chitinase A

D391A mutant

The substrate-assisted model for the catalytic activity of chitinase A implies

that a terminal oxygen atom (O7) of the –1 NAG acetamido group acts as a

nucleophile. Thus, an oxazolonium ring is predicted to exist as an intermediate (see

scheme 1 in the Discussion section). The complexes of E315Q and D313A mutants

with octaNAG revealed pre-Michaelis structures in which catalysis was not initiated.

Thus it was not surprising that no intermediate was observed (see Chapter IV). This

chapter describes our attempt to trap reaction intermediate structures of chitinase A.

Shortening the reaction time by soaking the enzyme with the substrate, followed by a

rapid quenching of the reaction at a low temperature (under cryogenic conditions) is

now a common technique. However, in many cases the enzymatic turnover is

considerably higher than the diffusion of the substrate into the active sites at the

crystal lattice. Thus a combination of substrate, intermediates and product structures

are trapped, which leads to fuzzy electron density maps. We therefore selected to

analyze a mutant protein with a reduced turnover rate and to trap possible

intermediates by observing the crystals under cryogenic conditions.

Trapping of reaction intermediates

Chitinase A D391A mutant showed low but significant activity against

oligoNAG, as observed by analyzing the hydrolysis of native substrates (not shown).

To trap intermediate complexes, crystals of the D391A mutant were soaked with

hexaNAG or with tetraNAG for 1, 10, 30, 60 and 180 minutes, and flash cooled (100o

K) upon mounting for data collection (Mesecar et al., 1997) and see the Material and



Methods section. Diffraction data were collected using synchrotron radiation at the

EMBL DESY, Hamburg with the kind help of Dr. Paul Tucker. A full data set from a

single crystal that was soaked with tetraNAG for one minute was collected to 1.8 Å

resolution. A longer soaking time yielded poor diffraction due to increased crystal

mosaicity. The aspartic to alanine substitution and the tetraNAG were clearly

observed in the crystal. Surprisingly, the tetraNAG was found to be bound at the -1,

+1, +2 and +3 subsites (Figure 5.1). The +3 NAG skips over the Tyr418 residue at the

end of the substrate-binding groove. In contrast to the structures of E315Q complex,

Asp313 was found to be interacting with Glu315 and the acetamido N2 atom of the -1

NAG. This conformation was found in other chitinases, including the complex of

hevamine with allosamidin (Terwisscha-van-Scheltinga et al., 1995) and the improved

resolution structure that was recently deposited in the Protein Data Bank (1edq).

Inspection of the electron density maps revealed that most of the substrate is

intact, however, some of it is probably partially cleaved. All the sugar residues have a

relaxed 'chair' conformation. A critical conformational change from 'chair' to 'boat' is

found at the -1 NAG. This high-energy conformation is a result of the binding forces

at the -1 subsite, and probably plays a critical role in the enzymatic activity. It seems

that the -1 NAG may assume more than one conformation. However the electron

density of the -1 NAG is somewhat less clear, thus we could not model more than one

conformation. We speculate that several conformations of -1 NAG residue may

represent the movement from 'chair' to 'boat' structures upon substrate binding. The

reverse process from 'boat' to 'chair' probably takes place after cleavage of the

glycosidic bond. In the intact structure of the oligoNAG, the –1 NAG to +1 NAG



residues are distorted and tilted by about 90o around the glycosidic bond (Figure 5.2).

This distortion is very similar to the structures found in the chitinase A D313A-

octaNAG and E315Q-octaNAG complexes and also in chitobiase-diNAG complexes.

Strikingly, we found that the position of the acetamido group of the -1 NAG is

in an energetically non-favored conformation in which the terminal O7 faces the C1

oxacarbonium (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). This conformation appears to be stabilized by the

interactions of the acetamido N2 with Oδ2 of Asp313 and of acetamido O7 with the

hydroxyl group of Tyr390 (Figure 5.2). The acetamido group is in a position which

could allow a nucleophilic attack of the oxacarbonium, as would be expected from the

substrate-assisted model. Note that in the complexes of D313A-octaNAG and E315Q-

octaNAG, the position of the acetamido group of the -1 NAG is rotated by about 180o.

No density extending between O7 and C1 of the -1 NAG was observed, suggesting

that the nucleophilic attack did not take place. Moreover, the distance between these

two atoms is 2.9 Å, which is too large for a covalent bond formation. Such a structure

was also observed in the complexes of chitobiase (Prag et al., 2000; Prag et al., 2001;

Tews et al., 1996a), and see also Chapter II and Discussion). The lack of a covalent

bond between O7 and C1 is probably due to the fact that most of the substrate is not

yet cleaved.

A structural comparison of the complexes of D391A-teraNAG with D313A-

octaNAG and E315Q-octaNAG showed that the acetamido group of the -1 NAG is

rotated by about 180o. We suggest that this complex represents a trapped reaction

intermediate.



Analysis of the co-crystal of D391A mutant with hexaNAG

We have co-crystallized the D391A mutant with hexaNAG, and solved the

structure under cryogenic conditions using Cu-Κα X-ray generator at a 1.9 Å

resolution (see Methods). The structure revealed a complex in which the hexaNAG

was cleaved between the –1 and the +1 subsites (Figure 5.3A). These results indicate,

for the first time, where cleavage takes place. The alanine substitution at residue 391

is clearly seen (Figure 5.3B). In addition, Glu315 assumes an identical conformation

as we found in the soaking experiment. These results provide further support for the

suggestion that Glu315 acts as the proton donor. All other critical residues are found

to be identical in structure to those observed in the soaking experiment. We could

easily model the structure of NAG residues at the –4, -3, +1 and +2 subsites based on

our electron density maps. No binding to the +3 subsite was observed, suggesting that

this subsite has low affinity to the substrate. However the electron density of the –2

NAG residues was found to be broken and incomplete (Figure 5.4). Using the

coordinates of the sugar residues from our previous complex D313A-octaNAG

allowed us to model the location of the NAG residue (Figure 5.4). However, the

electron density surrounding the -1 NAG showed that the structure of the NAG

residue is different from that found with D313A-octaNAG and D391A-tetraNAG

complexes (Figure 5.4). The disagreement between these models and the fact that the

oligoNAG was found to be cleaved, led us to try to model the -1 NAG residue with an

oxazolonium-intermediate structure. Based on recently solved complex of chitinase A

with allosamidin (Petratos K. unpublished data) and the D391A-tetraNAG complex,



we have built a model of the intermediate containing an oxazolonium ring at the –1

subsite. The complexes of D391A-hexaNAG and hevamine-allosamidin were

superimposed, revealing the superposition of the -1 NAG with the cyclopenta-

allosamizoline. The coordinates of the -1 NAG were then manually fitted to assume a

structure similar to the cyclopenta-allosamizoline moiety (using the program 'O') in

order to generate an oxazolonium ring with the pyranoside in a 'chair' conformation.

Finally, the coordinates of the intermediate were energetically minimized using a

consistent valence force field procedure (cvff of Insight-II Discover), and added to the

CCP4 dictionary for further refinement. This procedure improved the electron density

maps as well as the final refinement statistic parameters. In an attempt to improve our

model, omitted maps were further calculated. Comparison of the 2mFo-DFc with the

mFo-DFc (σ-weighted) maps (Read, 1986), with the coordinates of the -1 and 2 NAG

residues omitted from the refinement process, showed the electron density around the

-1 NAG with the oxazolonium ring structure (Figure 5.5).

The possible function of Asp391

Based on the results presented above, it is difficult to clearly define the

function of Asp391. A number of hypotheses explaining why the D391A mutant

protein has low activity can be considered. According to the simplest hypothesis, the

mutant is defective in the proper binding of the substrate. As shown in Table 3.1,

Asp391 forms interactions with three NAG residues at the –1, +1 and +2 subsites. At

an early stage of this study we substituted Asp391 with asperagine and glutamic acids.

We found that both D391N and D391E mutants had wild-type phenotypes and these

mutant proteins were not further studied. Inspection of the interactions that Asp391



makes with the substrate (in the E315Q or D313A mutant complexes), suggests that

both D391N and D391E substitutions can accommodate all these interactions.

Alternatively, D391 could act as a nucleophile, as was shown in a number of glycosyl

hydrolase protein families (Davies & Henrissat, 1995; Rye & Withers, 2000).



Figure 5.1.  A +3 NAG residue at the D391A-tetraNAG complex. The
electron density map shows the D391A-tetraNAG complex. The positions of
sugar residues along the binding groove are indicated. The +3 NAG residue is
clearly seen above Tyr418. The location of the +2 NAG and +1 NAG residues
are identical to those we found in all other complexes. A 2mFobs-DFcal map
was calculated from the last refined model and contoured at 1.2 σ.



Figure 5.2.  The acetamido group conformation of the –1 NAG
favors substrate-assisted mechanism. The electron density map
focuses on the catalytic center of the complex of D391A-tetraNAG.
Interactions between Y390 and O7 of the acetamido group of the –1
NAG, and between the glycosidic oxigen and E315, are shown. A
2mFobs-DFcal map was calculated from the last refined model and
contoured at 1.2 σ.



Figure 5.3.  Cleaved substrate trapped at the active site of chitinase A
mutant. The electron density maps show the co-crystal of D391A with
hexaNAG. (A) The map clearly shows that the substrate is cleaved between
the +1 and the –1 subsites. Interaction between D313 and N2 of the proposed
oxazolinium ring is also shown. (B) From a different angle (to the above there
are). Shown a proposed formation of oxazolinium ring, interaction between
Y390 and O7 of the -1 NAG, and the alanine substitution at residue 391. These
2mFobs-DFcal maps are contoured at 1.0 σ.

A

B



Figure 5.4.  Structural comparison of the substrates from D391A-
hexaNAG and E315Q-octaNAG complexes. The figure focuses on the –1 to
–4 NAG residues. Coordinates of the two complexes were superimposed
based on Cα atoms of the TIM-barrel domains. The shown electron density
map was calculated from the D391A-hexaNAG co-crystal as described in the
text (2mFobs-DFcal contoured at 1.2 σ). While the position of the N2 atoms
remained in the same position, the positions of C1, C7, C8 and O7 atoms
were changed.  * Indicate the proposed positions of atoms of the D391A
complex.



Discussion

Serratia marcescens has been used as a model system for the utilization of

chitin as a carbon source. In the presence of chitin, the bacterium expresses

chitinase A, chitinase B, chitinase C and chitobiase that degrade chitin to mono N-

acetylglucosamine (NAG) (Warren, 1996). In addition, these cells express a chitin

binding protein (CBP21) with an unknown function (Chu et al., 2001; Folders et al.,

2000). Although intensive studies of a system for chitin degradation have been

studied for over a decade it is yet not fully understood why S. marcescens requires

the activity of four enzymes. The structures of S. marcescens chitinolytic enzymes,

chitinase A, chitinase B and chitobiase were solved and their catalytic domains

were found to possess a TIM (α/β)-barrel structure (Perrakis et al., 1994; Tews et

al., 1996a; van Aalten et  al., 2000). In contrast, very little is known about the

function and structure of chitinase C (Suzuki et al., 1999). Chitinase A, B and C

were assigned to the glycosyl hydrolase protein family 18, while chitobiase belongs

to the protein family 20 (Henrissat, 1991). In these enzymes the active site is

located at the carboxy-terminal end of the β-strands of the TIM-barrel, suggesting

that all these proteins, although differing greatly in their primary sequences, have a

common origin.

Information on the co-crystal structure of chitinase-substrate complexes was

scant. Earlier attempts to obtain the co-crystal structures of oligoNAG-chitinase

complexes in which the non-cleaved substrate occupies the catalytic site proved

unsuccessful (Perrakis et al., 1994; Terwisscha-van-Scheltinga et al., 1996).

Creating mutations of the catalytic residues of S. marcescens chitinase A and



chitobiase allowed us to obtain co-crystals with the native (Prag et al., 2000; Prag et

al., 2001). Our investigations led us to suggest that S. marcescens enzymes

participating in chitin metabolism are all employed a similar catalytic mechanism.

Analysis of Chitinase A, chitinase B and chitobiase substrate binding

Chitinase A possesses a groove with at least eight subsites in which OctaNAG

faces the FnIII-like domain on one side and is bound by residue Tyr418 at the other.

Inspection of the FnIII-like domain suggests that longer chitin chains could interact

with a number of aromatic residues located on its surface (Figure D.1) with the most

distant tryptophan residue 45 Å from subsite -6. This arrangement could allow the

interaction of about 11 additional NAG residues over and above the 8 residues bound

to the groove. The FnIII-like domain is tethered to the TIM-barrel domain by a

flexible hinge (Perrakis et al., 1994), which could permit a different special

arrangement between these two domains. We suggest that this permits chitinase A to

cleave diNAG without dissociation from the substrate and that it may act

processively. A similar mechanism was previously suggested for cellulases, in which

the cellulose binding module binds to the cellulose via aromatic residues (Sakon et al.,

1997; Irwin at al., 1998). We speculate that a mutation in the Tyr418 residue may

alter the specificity of chitinase A to act preferentially as an endochitinase. In contrast

to the TIM-barrel, the FnIII-like domain may bind oligoNAG at its surface or within

the domain, following unfolding and refolding of the FnIII-like domain, as shown for

the FnIII domain of the muscle protein titin (Klimov & Thirumalai, 2000; Zhang et

al., 1999). The inner conserved aromatic residues in the FnIII-like domain may

participate in such a mechanism (Figure D.1). Chitobiase binds the oligomers with



only five subsites or less, requiring a free non-reducing end. Moreover, instead of an

open groove, the active site of chitobiase has a boot shape tunnel.

Atomic level conservation at the active site

Multiple alignments of glycosyl hydrolases protein families 18 and 20, show

the conservation of residues in the β4-loop #4; DXXDXDXE in family 18 and

HXGGDE in family 20. Both signatures include Glu315 of chitinase A and Glu540

of chitobiase that act as the proton donor [(Perrakis et al., 1994; Prag et al., 2001;

Tews et al., 1996a) and this thesis] (Figure I.4 in the introduction). It is interesting to

examine the function of these conserved residues. In chitinase A the catalytic

Glu315 is located at the beginning of loop#4 of the TIM-barrel. A string of

conserved Asp residues of the DXXDXDXE motive transverse the TIM-barrel

forming a dipole together with additional residues. A similar set of acidic residues

could be also identified in chitobiase including residues Glu540, Asp539, Asp448

and Glu446. It is possible these essential Asp residues provide an additional negative

charge that somehow affects the reaction. For example, it is possible that once Glu

donates its proton by attacking the glycosidic bond, the acidic residues generate a

negative charge gradient that favors the forward reaction.

As discussed in the Introduction, the TIM-barrel structure is found in a large

number of proteins whose structure was solved. One may wonder why chitinase A

and chitobiase utilize for their catalytic domain the TIM-barrel structural motive. We

speculate that this structure provides a flexible framework to which the catalytic

residues are attached. Evolutionary changes of the TIM-barrel can thus be translated



to changes in the position of residues involved in substrate binding and catalysis

leading to improved enzymatic activity.

We have mutated the conserved catalytic Asp and Glu residues mentioned

above of both chitinase A and chitobiase and found that both residues are essential

for the catalytic activity. The structure of the catalytic residues Asp and Glu are

similar in both enzymes (Figure D.2). However, in chitinase A Asp313 appears, in

the wild-type, in two alternative conformations. Comparison of the structures of the

enzyme-substrate complexes showed a high similarity in the position of the -1 to +1

sugars. It was also observed that in both enzyme-substrate complexes the planes of

the sugars at –1 and +1 are tilted around the scissile bond in a similar manner. In

both enzymes a critical chair to boat sugar conformational change is involved in the

bending and rotation of the substrate upon binding (Figure D.2). These energetically

non-favored structures may favor the hydrolysis reaction. Furthermore, the distance

between the proton donor and the glycosidic oxygen is conserved. These findings

suggest that chitinase A, chitobiase and probably chitinase B possess similar

catalytic sites. The information obtained in this work raises several puzzling

questions: How do these enzymes recognize the synthetic chromogenic substrates

and why is chitinase unable to degrade the chitobiase substrate pNpNAG? The

answers to these questions awaits further crystallographic studies.

The sequences of proteins belonging to the glycosyl hydrolase families 18

and 20 are too different to be aligned on the basis of their primary sequences only.

However, the structure of the catalytic TIM-barrel domain is highly conserved. We

found that the structure of residues in the conserved motives (DE of chitobiase and



DWE of chitinase A) together with the structure of the -1/+1 diNAG are sufficient to

obtain atomic structural alignment of Cα of chitobiase with chitinase A. Chitinase B

could be aligned with chitinase A, as these proteins are highly similar (Figure D.3).

This analysis revealed, for example, a conserved tyrosine residue (Tyr669 of

chitobiase and Tyr390 of chitinase A). Mutations Y669E and Y390F showed

reduced activity.

A model of the catalytic mechanism

In general, glycosidases degrade carbohydrates by a general acid-base

catalysis that involves two amino acid residues, a proton donor and a nucleophile.

Hydrolysis of the scissile bond results in either the retention or the inversion of the

C1-carbon anomeric configuration. While the catalytic glutamate is highly

conserved, no amino acid residue that could act as a nucleophile was identified in

protein families 18 and 20 (see below). A different catalytic mechanism was

therefore proposed. Based on the complex of Hevamine (a family 18 plant chitinase)

with allosamidin and on the complex of chitobiase with diNAG, it was suggested

that catalysis takes place via a substrate-assisted mechanism (Figure D.4), (Brameld

et al., 1998; Prag et al., 2000; Koshland Jr., 1953; Papanikolau et al., 2001;

Terwisscha-van-Scheltinga et al., 1994; Tews et al., 1996a). Our data lead us to

favor the substrate-assisted model. In this proposed mechanism the glutamate

residue acts as a proton donor, while the terminal oxygen (O7) of the acetamido

group of the –1 NAG acts as a nucleophile. In order to act as a nucleophile the

acetamido group has to rotate around the C2-N2 bond as is suggested by the studies

on both enzymes. The precise positioning of the O7 atom is achieved by its



interaction with a tyrosine residue (Tyr390 in chitinase A, Tyr669 in chitobiase). In

addition, the N2 atom of the acetamido interacts with an aspartic residue (Asp313 in

chitinase A, Asp539 in chitobiase). Following the nucleophilic attack an

oxazolinium ring is formed which stabilizes the intermediate. This stabilization is

probably achieved by formation of a hydrogen bond between N2 of the acetamido

and Asp313 or Asp539 of chitinase A and chitobiase respectively. To complete the

reaction a water molecule is split. The proton is thus trapped by the glutamate

residue and the OH
-
 completes the hydrolysis by attacking the C1 atom of the

intermediate. Direct evidence for substrate-assisted catalysis is not yet available (i.e.

clear demonstration of the oxazoliniume intermediate), probably due to the short half

life time of the intermediate. The following evidence supports the substrate-assisted

model:

1. The removal of the acetyl group from the –1 NAG inhibits the activity of chitobiase

(Drouillard et al., 1997).

2 .  A perfecr inhibitor of these enzymes should mimic an intermediate of the

reaction. The known inhibitors, allosamidin and thiozolinium, indeed contain an

oxazolinium ring (Knapp et al., 1996).

3. Complexes of hevamin and chitinase A with allosamidin and the complex of β-

Hexosaminidase from S. plicatus with NAG-thiozoline demonstrate the presence

of the oxazolinium rings at the exact position of the proposed intermediate (Mark

et al., 2001; and see Chapter V).



4. Indirect support for the formation of a covalent oxazoliniun ring intermediate is

suggested by the ability of chitinase to produce high molecular weight chitin

from a derivative of diNAG-oxazoline (Kobayashi et al., 1996).

The following points doubt the alternative acid-base mechanism of hydrolysis:

1. Asp391, which was suggested to act as a nucleophile in chitinase A, is not

conserved and is found as Asp or Asn. Asperagine is known to be a poorer

nucleophile. Mutations D391N and D391E retaine wild-type activity.

2 .  No candidate residue that could act as a nucleophile in chitobiase could be

identified.

3. In retaining enzymes the distance between the carboxylic oxygen atoms of the

proton donor and the nucleophile is 4.5 to 5.5 Å. The closest aspartate residue that

could have acted as a nucleophile is 6.6 Å and 7.7 Å away from the proton donor

in chitinase A and chitinase B, respectively.

The function of the essential aspartic residue

We have shown that one function of chitobiase Asp539 and chitinase A

Asp313, is to ensure the placement of the acetamido group in the conformation

favoring catalysis via the substrate assisted catalysis. In addition, Asp539 appears to

be required for restraining the movement of Glu540. In both enzymes, Asp313 and

Asp539 may provide an additional negative charge at the active site and stabilize the

partial positive charge of the acetamido group while forming the oxazolinium ring.

The improved crystal structure of wild-type chitinase A demonstrates that

Asp313 is found in two alternative conformations. This finding suggests that Asp313



is flexible and that this flexibility is an essential part of the catalytic reaction. We

propose that when Asp313 faces away from Glu315 it improves the binding of the

substrate. Furthermore, when the hydrolytic reaction is initiated 313 helps to move

the acetamido group to the proper position for its action as a nucleophile. Asp539 of

chitobiase may have a similar function.

Evolutionary considerations

This study provides further information on the possible evolution of the

pathway for chitin metabolism. The large differences in amino acid sequences and

the presence of additional domains led to the suggestion that proteins possessing a

TIM-barrel domain evolved by convergent evolution (Branden & Tooze, 1991;

Perrakis et al., 1996). Our analysis leads us to favor the hypothesis that the genes

coding for protein families 18 and 20 diverged from a common ancestral gene

coding for a TIM-barrel domain. These enzymes diverge to acquire different

substrate specificity. However, evolutionary forces conserved β4-loop #4 with its

catalytic aspartate and glutamate residues. Further tinkering led to the establishment

of the signatures around the catalytic sites. Interestingly, family 19 chitinases that do

not possess a TIM-barrel structure, utilize an alternative, acid-base catalytic

mechanism (Brameld & Goddard III, 1998; Hart et al., 1995). We anticipate that it

will be possible to change the specificity of families 18 and 20 enzymes by

modifying their substrate binding properties without altering the catalytic residues

(Altamirano et al., 2000).

We searched whether the unique structure of the DXE and DE motives

within the DXXDXDXE and HXGGDE signatures (see Figure I.4 in the



Introduction section) is conserved in other glycosyl hydrolase protein families. We

found similar structures in at least 9 glycosyl hydrolase families in which the residue

next to E were either D, E, N or Q. The function of these structurally conserved

auxiliary residues merits further investigation.

Several members of family 18, such as the plant seed storage proteins

concanavalin B and narbonin, are known to be devoid of catalytic activity (Figure

I.4; Hennig et al., 1995; Hennig et al., 1992; Sun et al., 2001). The structure of the

inactive catalytic domain of these proteins is similar to chitinase A and to other

chitinases. The conserved motif is modified to DXXDXDXQ in concanavalin B and

to DXXDXHXE in narbonin (Terwisscha-van-Scheltinga et al., 1996). Similarly,

two human proteins, C3L1 and OGP39, (carrying the DXXDXAXL and

DXXDXFXL respectively) were recently identified as inactive members of family

18 proteins (Malette et al., 1995). Our model for the function of Asp313 and Glu315

of chitinase A provides a molecular explanation for the lack of catalytic activity of

these proteins.

The cooperative action in chitin degradation

The biochemical and structural information presented here provides a more

complete picture to explain how S. marcescens employs its enzymes in chitin

degrading (Figure D.5). Chitin degradation is probably initiated by the action of

endochitinases, chitinase A and chitinase C (Watanabe et al., 1997). Chitinase A also

acts as an exochitinase, cleaving mainly diNAG from the reduced end of the chitin.

Chitinase B acts as an exochitinase cleaving triNAG and diNAG from the non-

reducing end of the chitin oligoNAG chains generated by the action of chitinase A



and C (Brurberg et al., 1996; van Aalten et al., 2000). Short oligomers, triNAG and

diNAG products, are subsequently degraded to metabolizable NAG monomers by

the action of chitobiase. This analysis explains the synergistic activity of these

enzymes, which has been reported previously (Brurberg et al., 1996; Suzuki et al.,

1999). It would be interesting to examine whether the cooperative action of these

proteins is reflected in protein-protein interactions generating a higher order chitin-

degrading complex as found in the cellulose degradation (Mechaly et al., 2001;

Mechaly et al., 2000).



Figure D.1.  Proposed action of the FnIII-like domain of chitinase A.
Aromatic residues on the surface of the FnIII-like domain and Tyr418 are
colored blue. Two aromatic residues that are partially buried within the
FnIII-like domain are colored yellow. The flexible hinge between the FnIII-
like and the TIM-barrel domains is colored red. The arrow indicates the
distance from the -6 NAG to the distal tryptophan.



Figure D.2.  Conservation of chitinase A and chitobiase catalytic sites.
The catalytic residues of chitinase A (left) and chitobiase (right) are shown,
as well as the overlap of the two enzymes (below). The -1 and +1 sugars are
shown. Distances are given in Å. The complex of wild-type chitinase A with
the substrate was modeled based on mutant complexes.



Figure D.3.  Structural comparison of the TIM-barrel domains
(A) chitinase A; (B) chitinase B; (C) chitobiase and (D) A superposition of
all three enzymes. Alpha-helices are colored yellow and  beta-strands are
colored  green. The catalytic Asp -Glu residues are colored black.



Figure D.4.  Model for the catalytic mechanism of chitinase A and
chitobiase. The model  focuses on the catalytic Asp and Glu residues at the
active site.



Figure D.5.  The cooperative action of Serrtia marcescens chitinases
and chitobiase in chitin degradation.

A. Chitinase A

1.

2.

3.

B. Chitinase B

1.

2.
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C. Chitobiase

1.

2.

3.
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Appendix A1 Multiple alignment of the glycosyl hydrolase family 20
proposed TIM-barrel domain

                    β−1                                   α−1                         β−2
CHB_SERMA   DAPRFPYRGIFLDVARNFHKKDAVLRLLDQMAAYKLNKFHFHLSDDEGWRIEIPGLPELT 393
HEXA_HUMAN  DFPRFPHRGLLLDTSRHYLPLSSILDTLDVMAYNKLNVFHWHLVDDPSFPYESFTFPELM 222
HEXA_MOUSE  DFPRFPHRGVLLDTSRHYLPLSSILDTLDVMAYNKFNVFHWHLVDDSSFPYESFTFPELT 222
HEXB_HUMAN  DSPRFSHRGILIDTSRHYLPVKIILKTLDAMAFNKFNVLHWHIVDDQSFPYQSITFPELS 255
HEXB_MOUSE  DSPRFPHRGILIDTSRHFLPVKTILKTLDAMAFNKFNVLHWHIVDDQSFPYQSTTFPELS 234
HEXB_FELCA  DSPRFPHRGILIDTARHFLPVKSILKTLDAMAFNKFNVLHWHIVDDQSFPYQSVTFPELS 197
HEXB_PIG    DFPRFPHRGILIDTGRHFLSVKTIFKTLDAMAFNKFNVLHWHIVDDQSFPYQSINFGVLS 229
CHB_VIBHA   DAPRFDYRGVMVDVARNFHSKDAILATLDQMAAYKMNKLHLHLTDDEGWRLEIPGLPELT 387
HEX_VIBVU   DEPRLDYRGMHMDVSRNFHSKELVFRFLDQMAAYKMNKFHFHLADDEGWRLEINGLPELT 370
HEXB_ALTSO  DTPRYDFRGLHVDVARNFRSKAFILQTIEQMAAYKLNKLHLHLADDEGWRLAIDGLDELT 382
CHB_STRPL   DTPRYAWRSAMLDVSRHFFGVDEVKRYIDRVARYKYNKLHLHLSDDQGWRIAIDSWPRLA 206
HEXA_PORGI  DEPAFGYRGFMLDVCRHFLSVEDIKKHIDIMAMFKINRFHWHLTEDQAWRIEIKKYPRLT 225
HEX1_ENTHI  DAPRFKWRGLMVDPSRNPLSPLMFKRIIDTLASVKANVLHIHLSDAQTFVFESKKYPLLH 196
HEX1_VIBFU  DAPRFKYRGMMLDCARHFHPLERVKRLINQLAHYKFNTFHWHLTDDEGWRIEIKSLPQLT 315
HEXA_DICDI  DSPRYPWRGFMVDSARHYIPKNMILHMIDSLGFSKFNTLHWHMVDAVAFPVESTTYPDLT 210
HEXC_BOMMO  DRPVYPYRGILLDTARNFYSIDSIKRTIDAMAAVKLNTFHWHITDSQSFPLVLQKRPNLS 266
            * *    *.  :*  *:      .   :: :.  * * :* *: :   :         *

                                                   α−2                          β−3
CHB_SERMA   EVGGQRCHDLSETTCLLPQYGQGP--DVYG-GFFSRQDYIDIIKYAQARQIEVIPEIDMP 450
HEXA_HUMAN  RKGSYNP----------------------VTHIYTAQDVKEVIEYARLRGIRVLAEFDTP 260
HEXA_MOUSE  RKGSFNP----------------------VTHIYTAQDVKEVIEYARLRGIRVLAEFDTP 260
HEXB_HUMAN  NKGSYS-----------------------LSHVYTPNDVRMVIEYARLRGIRVLPEFDTP 292
HEXB_MOUSE  NKGSYS-----------------------LSHVYTPNDVRMVLEYARLRGIRVIPEFDTP 271
HEXB_FELCA  NKGSYS-----------------------LSHVYTPNDVHTVIEYARLRGIRVIPEFDSP 234
HEXB_PIG    SKGSYS-----------------------LSHVYTPNDVRMVIEYARIRGIRVMPEFDTP 266
CHB_VIBHA   EVGANRCFDTQEKSCLLPQLGSGPTTDNFGSGYFSKADYVEILKYAKARNIEVIPEIDMP 447
HEX_VIBVU   QVGAHRCHDVEQNKCMMPQLGSGAELPNNGSGYYTREDYKEILAYASARNIQVIPSMDMP 430
HEXB_ALTSO  SVGAYRCFDLTETRCLLPQLGAGNDKNAQVNGFYSAEDYIEILRYAKAHHIEVLPSLDMP 442
CHB_STRPL   TYGG------S------TEVGGGP------GGYYTKAEYKEIVRYAASRHLEVVPEIDMP 248
HEXA_PORGI  EVGS------T------RTEGDGTQ----YSGFYTQEQVRDIVQYASDHFITVIPMIEMP 269
HEX1_ENTHI  QKGMYD-----------------------ESFVLTQSFLRELAQYGANRGVIVYGEIDTP 233
HEX1_VIBFU  DIGAWRG-------VDEVLEPQYSLLTEKHGGFYTQEEIREVIAYAAERGITVIPEIDIP 368
HEXA_DICDI  -KGAFS-----------------------PSATFSHDDIQEVVAYAKTYGIRVIPEFDIP 246
HEXC_BOMMO  KLGAYS-----------------------PTKVYTKQDIREVVEYGLERGVRVLPEFDAP 303
              *                               :      :  *.    : *   :: *

CHB_SERMA   AHARAAVVSMEARYKKLHAAGKEQEANEFRLVDPTDTSNTTSVQFFNRQS---YLNPCLD 507
HEXA_HUMAN  GHTLSWGPG--------IPG----------LLTPCYSGSEPSGTFG-------PVNPSLN 295
HEXA_MOUSE  GHTLSWGPG--------APG----------LLTPCYSGSHLSGTFG-------PVNPSLN 295
HEXB_HUMAN  GHTLSWGKG--------QKD----------LLTPCYSRQNKLDSFG-------PINPTLN 327
HEXB_MOUSE  GHTQSWGKG--------QKN----------LLTPCYNQKTKTQVFG-------PVDPTVN 306
HEXB_FELCA  GHTQSWGKG--------QKD----------LLTPCYNEHKQSGTFG-------PINPILN 269
HEXB_PIG    GHSRSWGKG--------QKD----------LLTPCYRKQVLSGTFG-------PINPILN 301
CHB_VIBHA   AHARAAVVSMEARYDRLMEEGKEAEANEYRLMDPQDTSNVTTVQFYNKQS---FINPCME 504
HEX_VIBVU   GHSLAAVKSMEARYRKFMAEGDVVKAEMYLLSDPNDTTQYYSIQHYQDN----TINPCME 486
HEXB_ALTSO  GHSRAAIIAMEARYKKLMAQGKPEDAQKYRLVETADKTRYSSIQHYNDN----TLNVCIA 498
CHB_STRPL   GHTNAALAS----YAELNCDG---------VAPPLYTGTKVGFS---------SLCVDKD 286
HEXA_PORGI  GHAMAALAA--------YP--------QFRCFPREFKP--RIIWGVEQD----VYCAGKD 307
HEX1_ENTHI  AHTASWNLG--------YPG----------VVANCWDYIVSTSMRYGEN--VLSLNPANP 273
HEX1_VIBFU  GHSRAAIKA--------LP---------EWLFDEDDQSQYRSIQYYNDN----VLSPALP 407
HEXA_DICDI  GHAAAWGIG--------YPE----------LVATCPDYAANVNNI--------PLDISNP 280
HEXC_BOMMO  AHVGEGWQD---------T-----------GLTVCFKAEPWTKFCVEPPCG--QLNPTKE 341
            .*                                                      



                   α−3                                        β−4
CHB_SERMA   SSQRFVDKVIGEIAQMHKEAGQPIKTWHFGGDEAKNIRLGAGYTDKAKPEPG--KGIIDQ 565
HEXA_HUMAN  NTYEFMSTFFLEVSSVFPDF-----YLHLGGDEVDFT----------------------- 327
HEXA_MOUSE  STYDFMSTLFLEISSVFPDF-----YLHLGGDEVDFT----------------------- 327
HEXB_HUMAN  TTYSFLTTFFKEISEVFPDQ-----FIHLGGDEVEFK----------------------- 359
HEXB_MOUSE  TTYAFFNTFFKEISSVFPDQ-----FIHLGGDEVEFQ----------------------- 338
HEXB_FELCA  STYNFLSQFFKEVSMVFPDH-----FVHLGGDEVEFQ----------------------- 301
HEXB_PIG    TTYNFLSKFFKEISTVFPDE-----FIHIGGDEVDFD----------------------- 333
CHB_VIBHA   SSTRFVDKVISEVAAMHQEAGAPLTTWHFGGDEAKNIKLGAGFQDVNAEDKVSWKGTIDL 564
HEX_VIBVU   SSFVFMDKVIDEINKLHKEGGQPLTDYHIGADETA------G------------------ 522
HEXB_ALTSO  NTYTFIDKVLSEVKVLHDRAGVPLNTYHIGADETA------------------------- 533
CHB_STRPL   VTYDFVDDVIGELAALTP-G----RYLHIGGDEAHS------------------------ 317
HEXA_PORGI  SVFRFISDVIDEVAPLFP-G----TYFHIGGDECPKD----------------------- 339
HEX1_ENTHI  NTFPIIDALMKELSDTFGTD-----YVHVGGDEVWTS----------------------- 305
HEX1_VIBFU  GTYRFLDCVLEEVAALFPSH-----FIHIGADEVPDG----------------------- 439
HEXA_DICDI  ATFTFIQNLFTEIAPLFIDN-----YFHTGGDELVTG----------------------- 312
HEXC_BOMMO  ELYDYLEDIYVEMAEAFEST----DMFHMGGDEVSER----------------------- 374
                 .  .  *:              * *.**                       

                                                  α−4                                     β−5
CHB_SERMA   SNEDKPWAKSQ---VCQTMIK--EGKV--ADMEHLPSYFGQEVSKLVKAHGID--RMQAW 616
HEXA_HUMAN  -----CWKSNP---EIQDFMR--KKGFG-EDFKQLESFYIQTLLDIVSSYGK---GYVVW 373
HEXA_MOUSE  -----CWKSNP---NIQAFMK--KKGF--TDFKQLESFYIQTLLDIVSDYDK---GYVVW 372
HEXB_HUMAN  -----CWESNP---KIQDFMR--QKGFG-TDFKKLESFYIQKVLDIIATINK---GSIVW 405
HEXB_MOUSE  -----CWASNP---NIQGFMK--RKGFG-SDFRRLESFYIKKILEIISSLKK---NSIVW 384
HEXB_FELCA  -----CWESNP---EIQGFMK--QKGFG-KDFRRLESFYLQKLLGIVSTVKK---GSIVW 347
HEXB_PIG    -----CWASNS---EILQFMQ--EKGFS-QISLNSNLCTVFKISNMISAMKK---RPIVW 379
CHB_VIBHA   SKQDKPFAQSP---QCQTLIT--DGTV--SDFAHLPSHFAEEVSKIVAEKGIP--NFQAW 615
HEX_VIBVU   -----AWGDSP---ECRKMFVAPESGV--KNAKDINGYFINRISHILDAKGL---TLGAW 569
HEXB_ALTSO  ----VLWLESP---ACKKLQAS----V--KDFTNFNGYFIERVAKLLDKKGI---QVAGW 577
CHB_STRPL   -----------------------------TPKADFVAFMKRVQP-IVAKYGK---TVVGW 344
HEXA_PORGI  -----RWKACS---LCQKRMR--DNGL--KDEHELQSYFIKQAEKVLQKHGK---RLIGW 384
HEX1_ENTHI  -----GWSKSKEYSDIQKFMK--SKGL--NSLTELEGYFNKYAQEQVIHNGK---HPVVW 353
HEX1_VIBFU  -----VWVNSP---KCQALMA--EEGY--TDAKELQGHLLRYAEKKLKSLGK---RMVGW 484
HEXA_DICDI  -----CWLEDP---AIANWMT--KMGF---STTDAFQYFENNLDVTMKSINR---TKITW 356
HEXC_BOMMO  -----CWNSSE---EIQNFMIQNRWNLDKSSFLKLWNYFQKNAQDRAYKAFGKRLPLILW 426
                                                                       *

                                                  α−5                       β−6                              α−6                 β−7
CHB_SERMA   QDGLKDAESSKAF----ATSRVGVNFWDTLYWGGFDSVNDWANKGYEVVVSNPD-YVYMD 671
HEXA_HUMAN  QEVFDNK-VKIQP-----DTIIQVWREDIPV-NYMKELELVTKAGFRALLSAP---WYLN 423
HEXA_MOUSE  QEVFDNK-VKVRP-----DTIIQVWREEMPV-EYMLEMQDITRAGFRALLSAP---WYLN 422
HEXB_HUMAN  QEVFDDK-AKLAP-----GTIVEVWKDSA----YPEELSRVTASGFPVILSAP---WYLD 452
HEXB_MOUSE  QEVFDDK-VELQP-----GTVVEVWKSEH----YSYELKQVTGSGFPAILSAP---WYLD 431
HEXB_FELCA  QEVFDDH-VKLLP-----GTIVQVWKNQV----YTEELREVTAAGFPVILSAP---WYLD 394
HEXB_PIG    QEAFDGR-DKFMP-----GTVVQVWKIED----YKWEQSLITKAGFPVILSAP---WYLD 426
CHB_VIBHA   QDGLKYSDGEKAF----ATENTRVNFWDVLYWGGTSSVYEWSKKGYDVIVSNPD-YVYMD 670
HEX_VIBVU   NDGLSHKALDASSL---AGNPPKAWVWGTMFWGGVDQYNSFANKGYDVVVTPPD-AYYFD 625
HEXB_ALTSO  SDGLGDVRAANM------PANIQSNGLGDIKRKRAPVAHRFANQGWQVVLSSPD-VTYFD 630
CHB_STRPL   HQLAGAEPVEGA--------LVQYWGLDRTGDAEKAEVAEAARNGTGLILSPAD-RTYLD 395
HEXA_PORGI  DEILEGGLAPSA--------TVMSW---RG---ED-GGIAAANMNHDVIMTPGSGGLYLD 429
HEX1_ENTHI  EEVFKKGNADKN-------TIIQVWDDIR-------LLQQVVNSGYKAIFSAG---FYLD 396
HEX1_VIBFU  EEAQHGDKVSKD-------TVIYSW---LS---EQ-AALNCARQGFDVILQPGQ-FTYLD 529
HEXA_DICDI  NDPIDYG-VQLNP-----ETLVQVWSSGS-------DLQGIVNSGYKALVSFA---WYLD 400
HEXC_BOMMO  TSTLTDY-THVEKFLDKDEYIIQVWTTGADP-----QIQGLLQKGYRLIMSNYD-ALYFD 479
             .                                          .   :.       *::



CHB_SERMA   FPYE-----------VNPDERGYYWGTRFSDERKVFSFAPDNMPQNAETSVDRDGNHFNA 720
HEXA_HUMAN  RIS-----------------YGPDWKDFYVVEPLAFEGTPEQKAL--------------- 451
HEXA_MOUSE  RVK-----------------YGPDWKDMYKVEPLAFHGTPEQKAL--------------- 450
HEXB_HUMAN  LIS-----------------YGQDWRKYYKVEPLDFGGTQKQKQL--------------- 480
HEXB_MOUSE  LIS-----------------YGQDWKNYYKVEPLNFEGSEKQKQL--------------- 459
HEXB_FELCA  WIS-----------------YGQDWRNYYKVDPLHFDGSQEQKKL--------------- 422
HEXB_PIG    LIS-----------------YGQDWKNYYEVEPQDFPGSDKERKR--------------- 454
CHB_VIBHA   MPYE-----------VDPKERGYYWATRATDTRKMFGFAPENMPQNAETSVDRDGNGFTG 719
HEX_VIBVU   MPYE-----------NDPEERGYYWATRFNDTKKVFSFMPENVPANVEWMTDRMGAKISA 674
HEXB_ALTSO  FPYQ-----------SHPEERGNHWASRAIESKKMFEFMPDNLPAHAEIWKNTNNHAYIA 679
CHB_STRPL   MKY------------TKDTPLGLSWAG-YVEVQRSYDWDPAG--------------YLPG 428
HEXA_PORGI  HYQ------------GDPTVEPVAIGG-YAPLEQVYAYNPLPK-------------ELPA 463
HEX1_ENTHI  KQMPLCNSYDSSTCVNTHSMWVWTNRDMYDNDPVKSLSSSEKEN---------------- 440
HEX1_VIBFU  IAQD-----------YAPEEPGVDWAG-VTPLERAYRYEPLVE--------------VPE 563
HEXA_DICDI  KQNPDN---------NIHYEWQDTWQDFYAADPTNNISTN-AEN---------------- 434
HEXC_BOMMO  CGFG------------AWVGSGNNWCSPYIGGQKVYGNSPAVMALS-------------- 513
                                                                        

                            β−8               α−8        
CHB_SERMA   KSDK----PWPGAYGLSAQLWSETQRTDPQMEYMIFPRALSVAERSWHRAGWEQDYRAGR 776
HEXA_HUMAN  ------------VIGGEACMWGEYVDNTN-LVPRLWPRAGAVAERLWSNKLTSDLTFAYE 498
HEXA_MOUSE  ------------VIGGEACMWGEYVDSTN-LVPRLWPRAGAVAERLWSSNLTTNIDFAFK 497
HEXB_HUMAN  ------------FIGGEACLWGEYVDATN-LTPRLWPRASAVGERLWSSKDVRDMDDAYD 527
HEXB_MOUSE  ------------VIGGEACLWGEFVDATN-LTPRLWPRASAVGERLWSPKTVTDLENAYK 506
HEXB_FELCA  ------------VIGGEACLWGEFVDATN-LTPRLWPRASAVGERLWSPEDITSVGNAYN 469
HEXB_PIG    ------------VLGGEACLWGEYVDATN-LTPRLWPRASAVGERLWSHKDVRDIHDAYS 501
CHB_VIBHA   KGEI----EAKPFYGLSAQLWSETVRNDEQYEYMVFPRVLAAAQRAWHRADWENDYKVGV 775
HEX_VIBVU   TTGE----KTHDFLGVQGALWSETIRTDAQVEYMVLPRMIAVAERGWHKASWEEEHKEGI 730
HEXB_ALTSO  NDSDSSLNKGVQFAGLQGHLWSEMLRSDAQAEYMLYPRLLALAERAWHHAEWELPYQAGR 739
CHB_STRPL   APAD-------AVRGVEAPLWTETLSDPDQLDYMAFPRLPGVAELGWSPASTHDWDTYKV 481
HEXA_PORGI  DKH-----R--YVLGAQANLWAEYLYTSERYDYQAYPRLLAVAELTWTPLAKKDFADFCR 516
HEX1_ENTHI  ------------VLGGEGCSWGESTDEQN-FFDRVFQRYSAIAERLWSKESVVDKESHEV 487
HEX1_VIBFU  HDP----LR-KRILGIQCALWCELVNNQDRMDYMIYPRLTALAGSGLDTKIPA------- 611
HEXA_DICDI  ------------IIGGEATMWAEQINQVN-WDVRVWPRAIGIAERLWSAQSVNSVSLALP 481
HEXC_BOMMO  YR--------DQILGGEVALWSEQSDPAT-LDGRLWPRAAAFAERMWAEPSTAWQDAEHR 564
                        * .   * *              *  . .             
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   The following three manuscripts are a direct outcome of this thesis

Prag, G., Papanikolau, Y., Tavlas G., Vorgias, E.C., Petratos, K. and

Oppenheim, B.A. Structures of chitobiase mutants with the substrate Di-N-acetyl-

Dglucosamine: The catalytic role of the conserved acidic pair, aspartate 539 and

glutamate 540. J. Mol. Biol. (2000) 300, 611. Attached as a PDF file (chitobiase.pdf).

Papanikolau, Y., Prag, G., Tavlas G., Vorgias, E.C., Oppenheim, B.A. and

Petratos, K. High resolution structural analyses of mutant chitinase A complexes

with substrates provide new insight into the mechanism of catalysis. Biochemistry

(2001) 40, 11338. Attached as a PDF file (chitinaseA.pdf).

Prag, G., Vorgias, E.C. and Oppenheim, B.A. Conservation of structural

elements and catalytic mechanism in Serratia marcescens chitinolytic enzymes.

Chitin Enzymology (2001) 3, 351. Not attached.

   The following two manuscripts are not related to the study of structure-

function analysis of TIM-barrel proteins.

Prag, G., Greenberg, S. and Oppenheim, B.A. Structural principles of

prokaryotic gene regulatory proteins and the evolution of repressors and gene

activators. Mol. Microbiol. (1997) 26, 619.  Attached as a PDF file (StructPric.pdf).

Giladi, H., Koby, S., Prag, G., Engelhorn, M., Geiselmann, J. and

Oppenheim, B.A. Participation of IHF and a distant UP element in the stimulation of

the phage λ PL promoter. Mol. Microbiol. (1998) 30, 433. Attached as a PDF file

(ihf.pdf).



Appendix A3.   CD-ROM and Internet links

i. A CD-ROM that contains the Ph.D. thesis. In addition it contains the

structures (see below for a list) that allow interactive inspection of animation

and 3D structures.

The animation is a model based on the structures of the wild type enzyme and

mutant complexes with substrates, and shows several steps along the

enzymatic reaction. The CD-ROM also contains the published coordinates of

chitinase A and chitobiase complexes.

ii. Viewing structures and animation from the web.

To view, download the Chime program from the Chime home page

( http://www.mdlchime.com/chime/ ) and open one of the specific

locations:

Structure of chitinase A D313A – octaNAG complex :

http://md.huji.ac.il/~prag/thesis/1eib.html

Structure of chitinase A E315Q – octaNAG complex :

http://md.huji.ac.il/~prag/thesis/1ehn.html

Structure of chitobiase D539A – diNAG complex :

http://md.huji.ac.il/~prag/thesis/1c7s.html

Structure of chitinase A E540D – diNAG complex :

http://md.huji.ac.il/~prag/thesis/1c7t.html

Animation of the catalytic mechanism of chitinase A:

http://md.huji.ac.il/~prag/thesis/mechanism.html
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